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FAA Grounds DC-10's
After Crack Discovery
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal
Aviation Administration today
suspended the design certificate of the
DC-10, indefinitely grounding all 138 of
the jetliners flown by the nation's
airlines.
The FAA acted after new cracks were
found in the engine mounts of two of the
jumbo jets that had been inspected and
cleared earlier, an agency spokesman
said
The spokesman, Jerry Doolittle, said
the grounding order came in the form of
an emergency suspension of the DC-10's
design certificate, an apparently un-
precedented step involving a com-
mercial jetliner.
McDonnell Douglas Corp.sbuilder of
the DC-10, issued a statement calling
the FAA action "extreme and un-
warranted" because the cracks have
been found in only one model of the
aircraft. A spokesman said the com-
pany might fight the suspension in
court.
"It's too early to tell" exactly what
sada the inspections will entail, said another
FAA spokesman, Jerry Levey. "We're
going to have to satisfy ourselves that
the aircraft now in operation conform
with the original design we approved.
We're going to look at everything."
- Doolittle said that while the order
covered the design of the entire plane,
the engine m61inting area was "the only
area—we're concerned with at the
moment."__ _
Levey said it was not known how long
the DC-10 fleet will be out of service.
Special inspections of the engine
mounts of the DC-10 came after an
American Airlines DC-10 lost an engine
and crashed in Chicago May n, killing
272 persons aboard the jet and three on
the ground. It was the nation's worst air
disaster.
The DC-10, a tii-engine, widebody
transport, carries an estimated 33,000
of the nation's air travelers daily. The
138 DC-I0s operated by eight American
carriers account for some 40,000, or 12
percent, of the passenger seats in U.S.
commercial aviation.
At least three of the eight airlines,
United, Continental and Northwest
Orient, said they were cancelling all
DC-I0 flights immediately. United and
Northwest Orient said it hoped to
substitute other aircraft for the
grounded jets, but Continental said it
had no spare equipment.
Overseas, Lufthansa German
Airlines grounded all its DC-10s on
orders of the West German govern-
ment. In all, 33 foreige air carriers fly
the DC-10, and they are not legally
bound by the FAA grounding order.
Levey said the DC-10s in the air when
the certificate was suspended were
permitted to continue on to their
nearest destination.
The order was hand-carried to
McDonnell Douglas' plant in Long
Beach, Calif., 1)oolittle said.
A McDonnell Douglas spokesman had
no immediate reaction to the FAA's
action.
The FAA's action early today came
only hours before the agency was to
return to federal court here to. try to
convince a judge that the jumbo jet was
safe to fly.
Doolittle said the agency acted after
receiving information Tuesday night
that two American Airlines DC-10s,
previously inspected, under recent
government directives, were found to
have 2-inch cracks 'in-their engine pylon
mounting systems. .
"We obviously haven't found the
cause of these cracks," said Doolittle,
who called the situation "disturbing."
On Tuesday, Judge Aubrey E.
Robinson Jr. of U.S. District Court here
initially issued — but later postponed
the execution of — a temporary order to
ground the DC-10s. In staying his order,
he said he wanted to give the FAA a
chance to try to show that the jets were
safe.
Robinson's action was in response to
a request from the Airline Passengers
Association.
Doolittle said the new cracks
reported Tuesday night were un-
covered as the planes were nearing
Truck Strike Threat
Doesn't Affect State
By The Associated Press
Kentucky truck stops pumped fuel
and state police reported truck traffic
unhindered • while threats of a nation-
wide truckers strikes sounded
elsewhere.
Checks with Cliff's Truck Stop at
Clarksville, Ind., on Interstate 65 just
north of Louisville, King's '76 Truck
Town on 1-75 at Corbin „and Hodges
Truck Plaza on 1-75 at London revealed
no signs of a strike Tuesday.
Lawrence Paul, an employee at
Hodges, said, "We haven't had any of
that here. I'd say we will, though,
wouldn't you? We've heard about it in
other states."
A convoy of trucks circled the
nation's Capitol and other rigs
blockaded pumps at truck stops around-
the nation Monday. At many stops
truckers shut off their engines and
refused to budge.
State police at Frankfort said they
had no reports of groups of trucks
pulling off the road or convoys heading
for Washington, D.C.
However, one independent trucker,
interviewed by telephone at King's,
predicted that strike activities would
spread nationwide in the next few days.
"We can't haul this cheap freight
with these high fuel prices: They're
inside today
going to have to raise the rates on
freight and lower the price of fuel for
the independents to survive," said Joe
Brown of Statesboro, Ga.
Brown was en route from Michigan to
Florida. He said he had seen no signs of
blockade or convoy activity in Ken-
tucky, but had observed the Calumet
Union 76 Truck Stop at South Holland,
flu., shut down by -30 to 40 tractor-
trailers Monday.
He said he favored a national strike
because, "We're going to have to make
them hurt to get anything done. We'll
have to stay home or shut down."
He added that he had not yet seen any
convoys bound for Washington, but
"When I can run across them I'll join
them."
Paul Young, director of the Kentucky
Motor Transport Association, which
represents about 500 truck owners,
including trucking companies and
independents, said he did not know if
Kentucky truckers were making strike
plans. "1 don't have any idea," he said.
"We're having a lot of problems with
fuel like everyone else, and it's going to
get worse, at least that's our opinion.
We don't know," he said. As for what
independent truckers might be plan-
ning on their own, he said, "We don't
know what they are doing."
Both the Murray State and Murray High baseball teams
enjoyed successful seasons on different levels, but both
coaches pointed to a single factor for the reason. See spor-
ts, page 10-A, 11-A.
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scattered
showers
Scattered showers and thun-
derstorms this afternoon and
tonight, becoming more
numerous Thursday. Warm and
humid this afternoon with highs
in the mid to upper 80s. Lows
tonight in the upper 60s. Highs
Thursday in the mid 80s.
Winds south to southwest 10 to
15 miles ari hour this afternoon
diminishing tonight. The
probability of precipitation is 40
percent this afternoon, 50 percent
tonight and 60 percent Thursday.
their 100-hour inspections, which were
called for in a recent directive.
"Why this is so disturbing is that
these two aircraft had gone through
(the inspection ) process" and were
thought free of problems, he said.
The jiidge's original grounding order
had said the FAA is "restrained from
permitting the continued operation of
the McDonnell Douglas DC-10" until the
cause of the engine joss is determined
and "sufficient corrective measures
have been taken."
But he offered to reconsider tile
grounding if the government could
show that the FAA acted in the best
interests of public safety and that his
order "would substantially harm other
interested parties" — presumably
airlines.
"The FAA administrator's position is
that the safety of airline passengers is
adequately protected," government
attorney Royce Lamberth told a
reporter after the court session
Tuesday.
The Dallas-based air passerfgers
group appeared before Robinson after
the FAA announced the grounding
Monday night of five DC-10s following
discovery of cracks in pylons holding
engines to the wings of two airplanes.
The passenger group argued that the
limited grounding was inadequate.
A 10-inch crack were discovered in
the same structure of the plane that
crashed, said Ed Slattery, spokesman
for the National Transportation Safety





The Murray City Council will con-
sider several items at its meeting
Thursday, -June 7 at 7:30 p.m. The
meeting has been rescheduled to June 7
from the regular meeting date of June
14.
The second and final reading of an
ordinance that will allow the mayor and
department heads to hire and fire non-
supervisory city employees and the
second reading of an ordinance
establishing only one voting ward in the
city are among the items scheduled.
Also on the agenda are:
— A request for authority for the
superintendent and committee
chairman to approve bills payable for
the gas and water systems.
— The first reading of an ordinance
establishing four way stops at the in-
tersections of 17th Street with Farmer
and Miller avenues.
— Action on the city's contract with
the Kentucky Departmentsof Tran-
sportation on the 197940 paving
program as well as bids on the 1979-80
paving program.
— Action on bids on equipment at the
city's natural gas well and bids on
gasoline tank equipment at the central
garage.
CLINIC—Dr. C G. Warner gives a rabies shot to an unwilling dog at the Penny clinic this morning. Clinics are setup in various locations in the county today, Thursday and Friday. The clinics are scheduled each year with localveterinarians and Health Department personnel. State law requires that dogs and cats be vaccinated for rabies.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
Franklin Grand Jury Hands Down
Indictments On State Contracts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Paducah
businessman Howard Woodall and two
west Kentucky auto dealerships in
which he has an interest have been
Indicted by the Franklin County grand
;try on 19 counts of theft involving
contracts with state agencies.
The indictments, returned Tuesday,
Involve three contracts with agencies
'or the sale of vehicles and a lease for
property in downtown Frankfort that
already had been sold to the state.
Woodall, King-Woodall Motors of
liducah, and Lester „Motors of Central
Ity were charged with theft by
,oception, theft of property and cor-
sasate liability involving overpayments
ati contracts in 1975 and 1976 to sell
highway trucks to the state and in 1978
for school bus chassis.
The indictments also, cited state
payinents of $1,000 a month to King-
Woodall for a lot on Warsaw Street in
Frankfort for 11 months after the
property was sold to the Department of
Transportation.
Although the indictments did not
specify the total amount involved in the
alleged overpayments on three con-
tracts, a report by the state auditor put
the total overpayments at $126,778, a
portion of which has been refunded to
the state.
In its report, the grand jury included
extensive criticism of the way that
state contracts are administered and
the lack of cooperation the jury_
received from the FBI and the office of
the U.S. attorney.
The jury promised its cooperation to
a federal grand jury that has been
empaneled at Lexington to investigate
alleged wrongdoing in state govern-
ment.
"We are disturbed that the FBI and
the U.S. attorney's office declined to
provide us with relevant information,"
the jury declared. "Our investigation
was comprehensive and thorough and
the evidence discovered will be
Acting Dean Will Retire After 31 Years
relevant to the subsequent federal
probe."
The panel charged that "persons
having 'political influence with the
administration are given special
consideration in awarding contracts."
It also asserted that there exists chaos
and confusion "analog persons in the
Department of FinSce regarding
administrative procedures for routine
business transactions."
Without naming any off' , the
jury charged "there existed acts of non-
feasance of duty by state employees by
their failure to react in any way to
known governmental problems com-
municated directly to them."
The report said state files relating to
the Woodall contracts "were sub-
stantially undocumented" and "there
exists several discrepancies in
testimony because witnesses do not
remember details of the transactions
because of poor recordkeeping."
Unleaded Gas At. 674?
Yes, If You're A VIP
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two aging
gasoline pumps here are still pumping
out unleaded gas at 67 cents a gallon.
Even with the low price, customers
don't have to wait.
The reason is only the top people in
• Congress are allowed to fill up at the
pumps, located near the entrance to an
underground Senate garage.
The Washington Post reports in
today's editions that. House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Massa
Majority Leader Jim Wright Jr.,
Texas, and Minority Leader John J.
— Rhodes, R-Ariz., have Weir Lincoln
Continental limousines filled up there.
a Senate Majority Leader Robert C.
. Byrd, D-W.Va., and Minority Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn., also use.
a it, the newspaper says.
Others who gas their government-
owned cars at the elite station are
George M. White, the Capitol architect,
and Edmund L. Henshaw Jr., the clerk
of the House. The pumps also are
available to the U.S. Capitol Police,
maintenance vehicles and shuttle vans.
But the Post says such lowly people
as "regular, everyday senators" are
not allowed to gas their cars there.
The gasoline, at 67 cents a gallon, is
far below prices here which were as
high as 90 cents a gallon in May,
American Automobile Association s.
figures show.
The price at the prestigious pumps
was set in competitive bidding for the
supply contract last year, when prices
were lower, according to Elliot Carroll, a
executive assistant to the architect. S
The gasoline, like that bought by any
government body, also is exempt from a
fuel taxes.
Despite the cut-rate, those who fill up t ,
are not picking up the tab. The
government is.
House Speaker O'Neill ran up the a
largest bill — $1,720 — for oil and gas
for his limousine last year. Taxpayers ;
also shelled out $27,256 for his limo, 's
which included $22,548 for the chauf-
feur's_salarY, $2450 for leasing, the car •-•'
and $538 for tires and chauffeur !
uniforms
, ataarvassavass
John C. Winter Reflects On Career At MSU
By DWAIN McINTOSH
His reflections as he stands on the
threshold of retirement are typical of
John C. "Jack" Winter. They are of his
students.
Looking back over his 31 years on the
music faculty at Murray State Univer-
sity, he is quick to note that he finds his
"greatest pleasure and pride in the
students with whom I have worked and
their achievements."
Winter, who has served the last two
years as acting dean of the College of
Creattve Expression in the, absence of
Dr. Joe N. Prince, will end his long
tenure on the campus when he retires
on June 30.







other aspects of the
University through
the years," he said.
"Of course, there
have been ups and
downs, but. the sum total has been a
very rewarding experience"
He smiles as he relates how he came
to the campus in 1948 "to get a little ex-
perience" and never left. He was hired
WINTER
to teach piano and organ by the late
Price "Pop" Doyle, who made a trip to
Detroit to interview him and to listen to
him play — and offered him a job on the
spot.
The Lake Charles, La., native
became an integral part of the music
Program on the campus as its rich
tradition developed. He also made his
mark in other campus and community
activities.
Before he was named acting dean,
Winter served three years as assistant
dean. He was selected by the Alumni
Association as Distinguished Professor
of the Year in 1977.
During his years at Murray State,
Winter has become well known for
Blood Pressure Clinic
To Be Held In Hazel
A free blood pressure clinic will be
held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday. June
8, at the Dees Bank of Hazel.
The clinic is sponsored in part by the
Hazel Wandeseri of the World and is in
cooperation with Jimmy Erwin of the
Murray-Calloway County Health
Department.
Those needing transportation to and
from the clinic maYaesa/1 492-8136.
recitals and slide-tape presentations he
has developed about pipe organs in the
United States, Canada, and Europe. In
three different years — 1967, 1971, and
1975 — he toured extensively to coiled
information for the shows.
His interest in the educational
process has not stopped with the awar-
ding of degrees. He has been in-
strumental in planning and conducting
continuing education projects spon-
sored by the College of Creative Ex-
pression for music teachers.
In addition to duties as a teacher and
administrator, Winter has performed in
many piano and organ concerts and
recitals and served as an adjudicator
for piano and organ festivals.
Winter served 25 years on the library
committee on the campus, seven of
them as its chairman. He has also ser-
ved on the leave, tenure, and promotion
committee for several years and on the
undergraduate studies committee.
He has been a member of the Murray
Civic Music Association since its in-
ception 20 years ago and has been
president Ilhat organization. Curren-
tly he is a co-vice-president. for
programming. Winter is also presently
chairman of the Regional Arts Panel of
the Purchase Area Development
District.
Active in professional organizations,
he has served as president, vice-
president, piano chairman, and editor
of the Kentucky Music Teachers
Association and as vice-president of the
Southern Division of the Music
Teachers National Association.
Winter is a life member of Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia men's professional
music fraternity and Pi Kappa-almbda
music honor society and a charter
member of Omicron Delta Kappa
men's naticinal honor society.
While still in high school, Winter at-
tended Julllard Summer School. He
earned the B.M. degree at Louisiana
State University and the M.M. degree
at the University of Michigan. He also
attended Trinity College of Music in
London, England.
*
He and his wife, the former Norinne
Vincent, have tsaa sons — John, Jr., a
physicist in Huntsville. Ala., and Nore.
an architect in Cambridge. Mass. --
and a daughter Mary. an anthropologist
with the Kentucky Historical Society in
Frankfort.
The Winters have enlargertheir•
home on Kentucky Lake and plan to live
there in retirement, according to Win-
ter, "as we continue to pursue our in-
terests in music and in support of
Murray State in every way possible."
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Halford & Thweatt
Wedding Planned
Miss Kathy. Halford and
Joe Wayne Thweatt
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Halford of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Kathy, to Joe Wayne Thweatt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Thweatt of Alm°.
Miss Halford, a 1975 graduate of Murray High School,
presently a senior majoring in music education at Murray
State University. She is a member of Sigma Alpha Iota
professional fraternity for women in the field of music.
The bride-elecct is the granddaughter of Mrs. Flossie W.
Thompson and the late Cecil Thompson, and of Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert A. Half ord, all of Dyer, Tenn.
Mr. Thweatt, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently employed by Thweatt's Service Station
and Tire Service. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Thweatt and Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mathis, all of Almo.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday. July 7, at 7
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church with the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White officiating. A reception will follow in the church
fellowship hall. •
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding




daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
B. Keel, and Danny Osbron,
son of Mrs. Henry Jones and
the late Robert C. Osbron,
have completed plans for their
rainbow garden vitdding on
Saturday, June 9, at 0 p.m.
The wedding will be
solemnized by the Rev. Harry
Nall at the home of the bride-
elect's parents at Tri City.
Miss Keel has chosen her
sister-in-law, Mrs. Karen Keel
of Nashville, Tenn., as her
matron of honor. Her
bridesmaids will be Mrs.
Tommy McClure. sister of the
groom-elect, Mrs. Jim Her-
ndon of Lexington, and Miss
Trilby Evans of Shelby, N. C.
Mr. Osbron has selected his
brother-in-law, Tommy
McClure, as his• best man.
Groomsmen will be Ken Keel,
Nashville, Tenn., brother of
the bride-elect, Charlie Beale,
and Charlie Gibbs.
The flower girls will be Mis
Melonie Osbron and Miss
Stephanie Keel. Benjamin
Wright will be the ring bearer.
RETURNS HOME
Mrs. Ola Burkeen has
returned home after spending
a week with her daughter,
Mrs. Richard James and Mr.
James and daughters, Leisa
and Lori, Nashville, Tenn. She
also visited her son and wife,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Burkeen,
and their sons, David and
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DEAR ABBY: I'm a waitress with a complaint I'll bet
1-treve::)roverjtrard-trefore, Came eurtemesa tip aceordirg to
how they like the food!
Yesterday I had a really bad day. Our regular chef was off,
and we had a substitute. I served dinner to a quiet, middle-
aged'couple, and when they left, the man said, "I'm only tip-
ping you a dollar because the food was lousy."
I said. "But the service was OK, wasn't it'?" And he said,
"Yes, the service was okay, but the food vras lousy," arid
with that they walked out.
Abby, please tell 'people that the waitress has to serve
whatever she piciti up in the kitchen. And it tidies just as..
much effort to &rive a lousy meal as it does to serve a good
one. Thank you. You can sign this, either "Varicose Veins"
or "Fallen Arehes." I've got both in ...
CINCINNATI
DEAR CINCINNATI: Most people tip according to their
moods. Even though it's grossly unfair to the waitress, if
she serves a lousy meal she's in very much the same position
as the messenger who gets shot because he delivers bad
news.
"DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I plan a large wedding. His
mother is asthmatic and highly allergic to perfumes and
colognes.
Wobld it be proper to write on our wedding invitations,
"No perfumes or 'colognes, please"?
MAKING PLANS
DEAR MAKING: No.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I need a solution to a very
sticky problem. A couple we knew as neighbors several
years ago in another city still regard us as their "dearest'.
friends although we never felt especially close tertbem. (We
have kept up a Christmas card contact.) They wrotesaying.
"We would love to visit you Nis summer and can arrange
our vacation accordingly. Which week would be convenient
for you to have us'?"
Abby, at no time did we invite them to be our
houseguests, hut that is obviously what they have in mind. .„
We wouldn't mind entertaining them for one evening at din
ner, but we certainly don't want them staying with-us.
We hate to hurt their feelings and we don't want to make
up any lies we might get caught in, 
such_
as ,.,"illness in the
family, we're redecorating our house, or we plan to be away
all summer, etc." So how can we tell them they can't
expect to be oil; houseguests?
NO LOCATION. PLEASE
DEAR NO: Try total honesty. Simply say that you would
be pleased to entertain them for an evening but you cannot
accommodate them as houseguests. Blunt? Yes. But unless
you spell it out clearly, they might appear at your doorstep
prepared to stay for a week.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's.
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abbc•
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose SI and a
long, stamped 12 8 cents), self-addressed envelope, please.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for. your birth
Sign.
ARIES
r Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grerA
No sooner is one problem
solved, then another arises.
Harmony prevails with close
ones as long as you avoid
financial disputes.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20 )
revision of work
procedures may lead to
financial gain, but ego con-
flicts could arise between you
and close ones. Avoid com-
petitiveness.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 201 114fr
Old tasks go better than new
assignments. Work may seem
difficult. Try to pace yourself,
protect nerves, health, and
ties with co-workers.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 221
It's topsy-turvy re social
life. In your insistence on
having fun, you could make a
mistake in judgment re
acquaintances.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) f,gt
Unfair tactics in business
could cause resentment on
your part. Domestic life has
its share of joy,' trials, and
surprises.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Be careful of your speech,
especially with superiors.
Differences of opinion could
arise re beliefs. Travel plans
may be suddenly changed.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 )
Minor problems could
escalate into major dif-
ferentes unless you're thick-
skinned. At what cost will you
hold on tea principle'
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ITI,eV
Unconscious resentments re
close ones could surface.
Though old friends are likely
to take your side, it's best to
minimize ego.
npI
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SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) kit,!e
A friend may get on your
nerves. What's more he's
liable to persist until he gets a
reaction out of you. -Try to
'remain cool. '
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)vi4
Be leery about accepting
business " invitations for
socializing. Someone has
ulterior motives. Still, you can
make progress with your
work.
AQUARIUS _
(Jan. ZO to Feb. 18-
Unwelcome visitors may
come calling. Avoid being
trapped into socializing with
people you don't care for.
Expect career twists.
PISCES V
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) •••`...11
Matters of philosophy or
religious beliefs could be a
source of dissension. Live and
let live. Avoid being drawn
into controversy.




film, and photography are
some of the fields in which
you'd excel. In business, you
do better alone than in part-
nership. Attracted to the arts,
you're quite versatile. Success
comes to you with self-
discipline. Your financial
acumen qualifies you for
banking and brokerage, but it
is important that you like your
work, or you'll lose interest.
Don't let impatience keep you
from developing your skills.
Birthdate of: Robert S.
Mulliken, Nobel Prize winner;
Jeanette MacDonald, actress-




has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. James Gallimore of




Mr. and Mrs. John Nolin of
Murray announce the wedding
of their daughter, Sherry
Jane, to Jerry Lynn McClain,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
McClain of Mayfield. The
wedding took place on a
Saturday afternoon at the
Memorial Baptist Church,
Murray. The Rev. Jerrell
White perform eil the double
ring ceremony.
The register table was
overlaid with a green cloth
and a bud vase of yellow and
white daisies was placed on it.
The register was kept by
Kimberly Kalama, cousin of
the bride.
Jane Rogers presented a
program of piano selections
including "You've • Got A
Friend" and "Will You Still
Love Me Tomorrow." She
accompanied Jennifer Heegel
on the vocal selections of
•'Color My World" and—If."
The mothers of the bride
.and groom were escorted to
their seats by Andrew Kalama
and Robert Nolin, uncles of
the bride, while "Tara's
.Theme" was being played.
The vows were exchanged
before an arch decorated with
greenery and yellow and white
daisies. The arch was flanked
on either side by a vase of
yellow and white daisies. The
family pews were decorated
with yellow bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father, was elegant in her
white chiffon gown with im-
ported Venise lace. A high-
banded neckline led softly into
a scoop bodice of matching
lace and fell into soft gathers
in an empire waistline. At
center waist the dress flowed
into a divided section of
chiffon trimmed in the Venise
lace and fell gracefully to-the
-floor. An elegant circle train
was enchanced by panels of
soft chiffon.
The look was. enhanced by a
mantilla veil designed and
made by the bride's mother.
The waist length veil of
illusion was edged in scalloped
lace.
The bride carried a bouguet
of white daisies, yellow
sweetheart roses and baby's
breath with yellow strearn,ers
tied in I9V e knots.
For her jewelry she wore
Mr. and Mrs. fern.
her mother's locket, her great-
grandmother's engagement
ring and gold hearteshaped
earrings, a gift of the groom.
Janet Allen was the matron
of honor. She wore a green
empire waist gown of dotted
Swiss. The waist was caught
up with a green satin ribbon.
She carried a bouquet of
yellow daisies and wore a
comb of yellow daisies in her
hair. ,
Anthony Seavers, nephew of
the groom, served as thebest
man. The groom and best man
both wore off-white suits with
yellow boutoni*res.
The bride's mother wore a
dress of aqua quiatta. The
groom's mother wore a rust-
colored dress. They both wore'
corsages of white daisies.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception " was held at the
home of the bride's parents.






Murray artist Bobby R.
Falwell has been invited as
one of 240 artists to exhibit at
the Old Town Art Fair on June
9-10.
The fair, celebrating its 30th
year, is the country's oldest
juried outdoor art fair
Sponsored by the Old Town
mangle Association, the fair
is located on the scenic, tree-






ceramics, collage and multi-
media. Artists from more than
' 25 states and Canada will be
exhibiting at the two-day fair,
fruit punch, and champagne
were served to the guests.
Those serving were Bonnie
Kalama and Kay Nolin, aunts
of the bride, and Anita
Thomas.
The couple left after the
,reception for their wedding
trip to Gatlinburg, Tenn. They
are now residing at 1307
Poplar Street in Murray.
Out-of-town guests'inclutied
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kalarna
and Kimberly, Columbus,
Georgia; Mrs. Jolly Downs
and Sherry, Clarksville,
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs.
Robert McClain, Robbie and
Missy, Hot Springs, Arkan-
sas; and Mrs. Peg Buc,
DetroitR, Michigan.ears iD inn e r
The groom's parents en-
tertained with a rehearsal
dinner 'at., Colonial House
Smorgasbord:
Covers were taid for 15
persons.
GUESTS HERE_
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Brake
and Mr. and Mrs. John
Duggins of Springfield, Mo ,
were the weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Claxton




was Steve Seaford of Murray.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Earl (Myra) Nanny of
Murray has been dismissed





was Mrs. 011is ( Nettie) Beach
of Murray Route 2.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Herbert Craig of Hazel has





was Johnny Downs of Murray
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Joe Walker of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
BENTON PATIENT
Lottie Lawrence of Kirksey
was dismissed May 18 from




Sale Starts Thursday Morning 9:00 a.m.
Entire Stock Storewide
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1 Lassiter And CollinsWedding Vows Are Read
Miss Pamela Kay Lassiter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
T. Lassiter of Murray, and
Kenneth Paul Collins, son of
Mrs. Marjorie Cook and Mr.
James P. Collins, both of
Murray , were married on a
Saturday afternoon in the
sanctuary of the Locust Grove
,Baptist Church.
The Rev. Jack Jones per-
formed the double-ring
ceremony. Mrs. Oneida White
preaented _A program of
nupital music as the guests
arrived and accompanied
Mrs. Marjorie Shown who
sang, "We've Only Just
Begun," -Wedding Song,"
and "The Lord's Prayer."
Vows were exchanged
before the altar which was
flanked by matching spiral
candleabra entertwined with
greenery. The altar was
graced with a pair of Mat-
ching urns arranged with pink
snapdragons and a potpouri of
pastel colored porn pons,
accented with baby's breath
and fen. An arrangement of
white snapdragons, white
roses accented with baby's
breath highlighted the bap-
tistry. Large pastel blue bows
marked the family pews.
Bride's Dress
Escorted by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents, the bride wore a floor
length wedding gown of sheeer
organza and French imported
chantilly lace of white.
A high banded neckline of
crystal pleated ruffles was
enhanced by a string of pearls
encircling the collar. The
pinafore bodice was fashioned
by • matching re-embrodered
lace and trimmed in a tiny
ruffle of the same pleating.
Gibson girl sleeves were of
sheer organza with appliqued
lace roses and cuffed at the
wrist with a dainty ruffle. The
bodice formed a lifted
waistline with a satin
streamer that fashioned a bow
in the back.
A long full skirt flowed
softly to the floor to create
swirls of crystal pleated
ruffles that encircled the dress
to form a chapel length train
in back.
To complete the bride's
attire she chose a picture hat
of woven silk which was ap-
pliqued with lace roses
identical to those on her gown.
Her only jewerly was a gold
heart shaped locket given to
her by her oldest brother,
deceased, and pearl earrings
borrowed for this special
occasion from her mother. She
carried a cascade bouquet of
white roses, white pixie
carnations and baby's breath
surrounded by a touch of blue
satin.
Miss Mary' Ann Jones was
the maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Jackie
Galloway, and Judy Willough-
by.
The attendants wore
identical floor length gowns of
blue floral tuna veil featuring
a sweetheart neckline and a
three tier gathered skirt.
They carried bouquets of
potpouri mixture of, multi
colors in margarite Daisies,
frenched carnations, status
and poms accented with
baby's breath surrounded
with lace and blue satin rib-
bons to match that of the
bride's bouquet.
Miss April Haneline was







Mr. and :Urs. Kenneth Paul Collins
blue floor length dress with a
white eyelet pinafore trimmed
with blue satin ribbon. She
carried a wicker basket of
pink rose petals, which she
dropped along the path of the
bride.
The groom was attired in a
formal tuxedo of new blue
with a white ruffled shirt
etched in varigated blues. His
boutonniere was a white rose
surrounded py baby's breath.
Robert Ttenhom served as
best man. The groomsmen
were Jerry Jones, and Craig
Suiter. John Mark McDougal
served as ringbearer, and
Jody Lassiter, nephew of the
bride, rolled out the aisle
carpet.
The candles were lighted by
Darren Miles and Craig
Suiter.
All were attired in identical
tuxedoes of new blue with
ruffled shirts etched in• .
vangated blues. Their
boutonnieres were light blue
carnations.
Mrs. Lassiter chbse for Her
daughter's wedding a street
length dress of smoke green
quiana. The groom's mother,
Mrs. Cook, wore a street
length dress of light blue. Both
had white cymbidnun orchid
corsages.
Miss Julie Outland attended
the wedding register in the
foyer of the sancturary.
Reception .
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was
held in the fellowship hall of
the church.
The bride's table
covered with a light blue cloth
with a white lace overlay.
Centering the table was a
hurricane lamp with a light
blue taper surrounded with
multi-colored daisieS and
greenery.
The three tiered wedding
cake was decorated with
multi-colored daisies, white
roses and accented with
baby's breath. A miniature
floral bouquet topped the
cake.
Green fruit punch, nuts, and
mints were served from
crystal and silver ap-
pointments by Ann Russell,
Teresa Cunningham, and
Carolyn Shown.
Misses Sandy Ellis and
Kimberly Hopkins, nieces of
the groom, distributed light
blue rice bags tied with white
ribbon.
The wedding and reception
was directed by Miss Elaine
Eversmeyer.
After the reception ..the
couple left for a wedding trip
to Gatlinburg, Tenn., and are
now residing at 1304 West
Peggy Ann Dr., Murray.
was
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. James P.
Collins were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner held at
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
. Covers were laid for 44
guests including the wedding
party and their families.
The couple presented gifts




Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D
Wednesday, June 6
Lakeside Singers will
present a concert at 8;30 p.m.
at the Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.
Flint Baptist Church
mission groups are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet
at 7:30p.m.
Thursday, June 7
"The Taming of the Shrew"
will be presented at 8 p.m. at
the New City-County Park.
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall,
North 16th Street Extended.
- -
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Mw-ray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at the Public Library
at 8 p.m.
Junior Golf will begin at 9
a.m. at the Murray Country
Club.
Citizens Advisory Council of
the MSU Veterinary
Diagnostic and Research
Center at Hopkinsville, will
meet from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon
at the center.
Lakeside Singers, a group of
Murray State and area music
students, will present a
pragram at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m. No
admission is charged.
Activities/at Land Between
the Lakes will include
Children's Day from 1 to 4
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850,
and Micro-habitats in Nature
at 2:30 p.m. at Center Station.
Knights of Columbus will
have an important council
meeting at Gleason Hall at
7:30 p.m.
Friday. June 8
Swim PePty- and Barbecue
for ninth through 12th grades
will be at the Murray Country
Club from 5 to 8 p.m. Each
member may invite one guest
Note change in time.
Free Blood Pressure Clinic
will be held at the Dees Bank
of Hazel from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
This will be sponsored by
Jimmy Erwin from the
Calloway Health Department
and Hazel Woodmen of the
World. For transportation call
492-8136.
"The Taming of the Shrew,"
comedy by Shakespeare. will
be presented by Playhous in
the Park at the New City-
County Park at 8 p.m.
DEAR DR. LAMB --- If a
person is supposed to jog
around the block for 20 min-
utes and instead jogged in
place, would it have the
same effect? If so, is this the
correct exercise, for getting
rid of excess fat around the
waist and buttock? If its not
the rrrect exercise; what
would be ttie best one for
these areas? I and many
others would appreciate
your answer.
DEAR READER -- The
best exercise for getting rid
of excess fat around the
waist and hips involves mov-
ing the head slowly from left
to right when the plate of
food is passed your wey.
There is no such thing as
spot reducing. The Way you
get rid of excess fat deposits
is by changing your calorie
balance. That means taking








$5 8 Lb. Load
body uses. You-ran do this
w-•lit a diet or you can do it
by increasing the calories
used through exercise. The
best approach is to do both
at the same time in modera-
tion and in a sensible way.
Running in place is a good
exercise if its done right.
The same can be'-aaid for
jogging and they have simi-
lar effects. I believe that you
will use more calories jogg-
ing through distance than
you will jogging in place,
assuming that the rate of
your steps or spend-As the
Arne. In both instances, be
sure not to jog on your toes.
Jog so that the foot hits the
floor or surface in a flat-
footed manner or actually on
the heel. If you want to run
in place, start slowly, count
one step each time either the
left or right foot hits the
tloor, one or the other but not
both. Don't do more than .1.0f
steps the first day, then you
can gradually increase the
number 10 steps a day to
allow your body to gradually
adjust to the exercise.
To tighten up muscles in
the waist you can, of course, 
doexercises that strengthen -
your abdominal muscles.
For that purpose I am send-
ing you The Health Letter
number 3-7, Girth Control:
Avoiding The Big Middle.
Other readers who want thic
issue can send 50 cents with
a king, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelop b for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New Yerk, NY 10019.
These abdominal exet-
cises will not cause spot
reducing either, but they can
help you tighten up your
muscles as you get the fat
out of the inside of your
abdomen and underneath
your skin.
There are a lot of exer-
cises you can do indoors if
you really don't want to jog
outside.. This includes run-
ning in place and dancing. If
you build up your capac0
you can put on some music
that you like and do some
reasonably active dancing
That can do a lot to use
calories for you. It can also
improve your balance and
flexibility if you introduce a
little acrobatic dancing into
the procedure.
Swimming is one of the
best total exercises. It uses
lots of calories and most of
your muscles. It also is good
to develop your heart and
lungs. Many communities do
have indoor pools for year-
round use.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed May 22 from the
Marshall County Hospital.
Benton, was Clintie Williams
of Hardin.
BENTON PATIENT
Kennita Siress of Hardin
was dismissed May 23 from
the Marshall County Hospital.
Benton.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed May 23 from the
Marshall County Hospitill.





Lakeside Singers, group of
Murray State and area music
students, will present a
program at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m. No ad-
mission is charged.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Talking to
the Animals at 2:30 p.m. and
The Way of the Fox at 8 p.m.,
both at Center Station.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m, for morning shop-




America Pageant will be held
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 9
Murray Al-Anon is
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
Carman Pavillion. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics and for
information call 437-4229.
Evens at Land Between the
Lakes will include Junior
Naturalist from 9 a.m. to noon
at Center Station, and
Grandma's Kitchen mm 9:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
Playhouse in the Park
production of "The Taming of
the Shrew" will be at 8 p.m. at
the New City-County Park.
Lakeside Singers will sing at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 .p.m. No ad-
mission is charged.
Former Murray Girl Is
Trigg Honor Graduate
Karen Bowen, 17 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F.
Shelton Bowen of Cadiz, was
the valedictorian of her 1979
graduating class at Trigg
County High School, Cadiz.
She had a grade point av-
verage of 97.787 for her four
years of work.
Miss Bowen is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. J.
Stagner of Murray and of Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Bowen of
Central City. She attended
Karen Bowen.
—Valedictorian
Carter Elementary School and
the University School,
Murray, before the family
moved to Cadiz.
The Trigg County; graduate




The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church Women met May
eighth at 2 p.m. in the senior
youth room of the church with
Miss Audie Green, president,
presiding. .t.
_Miss Green read the
acriptUre. from Psalms and
irktroduced Mrs. Burnett
Warterfield who gave the
devotion and program on
"Loneliness and Aloneness."
Warterfield was
assisted in the program
presentation by Mrs. Celia
Roberts who read three
poems—"Lonesome," -Never
Alone," and "Little Things
That Count." She closed with
The Lord's Prayer.
During the social hour the
hostesses, Miss Green and
Mrs. Roberts, served refresh-





A Swim Party and Barbecue
will be held at the' Murray
Country Club for ninth
through rith grades on
Friday, June 8, from 5 to 8
P.m. Each member may in-
vite one guest.
Linda Jones will be in
charge of the special event.
She will be assisted by Joni
Billington and Sue Spann.
Members are asked to note
the change in time from that
published in the club calendar
of events.
BENTON PATIENT
Virginia Webb of Kirksey
was dismissed May 11 from




the Western baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was Odie
Youngblood of Kirksey.
scholarships. They are a
Presidential Scholarship to
David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., in the
amount of $3,465 over a four
year period; the Rise
Thompson Memorial
Scholarship in the amount of
$300; and the Elizabeth Buford
Shepherd Scholarship in the
amount of $500.
Miss Bowen plans to attend
David Lipscomb College this
fall where she will major in
biochemistry and music. She,
hopes to become a'
pediatrician.
Karen was also the reaipient
of the John j,illip Sousa
Award presented by the Trigg
County High School Band
Director Alan Baker at the
Awards Band Banquet. She
was selected on the basis of
her outstanding ac-
complishments in the band
program, Baker said. Guest
—speaker at the banquet was
Dr. Richard (Doc) Farrell,
retired music department
chairman at Murray State
University.
Miss Bowen was also named
to Who's Who in Music, along
with Diana Dickerson, also an
honor • graduate. Assistant
Principal Jim Wallace stated
in presenting the awards that
the two were chosen on the
basis of their outstanding
musical ability, academic
achievement, service to the
community, leadership, and
extra curricular activities.
During her high school
years, Miss Bowen has served
as president of the Beta Club,
president of the Drama Club
and secretary of the American
Private Enterprise Seminar,
holds a degree of excellence in
the National Forensic League,
and served as a member of the
band playing oboe and flute
and as uniform librarian.
Morris & Luther
Vows To Be Read
Miss Cindy Jan Morris and
Dan Michael Luther
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Morris of Merrywood, Benton, an-
nounce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Cindy Jan, to Dan Michael Luther, son of Marilyn
Luther of St. Louis, Mo., and Cal Luther of Murray.
Miss Morris is a 1974 graduate of Benton High School and
received a Bachelor of Science degree from Murray State
University. She is presently a candidate for the Master of
Science degree in Chemical engineering at the University of
Kentucky.
Mr. Luther is a 1972 graduate of Murray High School and
received a Bachelor of Science degree from Murray State
University. He is presently attending the University of
Kentucky College of Dentistry.
The wedding ceremony will take place on Saturday, July
28, at 8 p.m. at the First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
Enoch Home Scene Of Club Meet
The home of Mrs. Carolyn
Enoch was the scene of the
May meeting of the Coun-
tryside Homemakers Club
with nine members and one
visitor, Mrs. Janice Nix,
present.
"Martial Enrichment For
All Ages" was the major
lesson presented by Mrs.
Debbie Shapla. The minor
lesson on "Safeguarding Your




Announcements were made of
the Tasting 'Luncheen on May
10 and the Progressive Far-
mer Cooking School on May
22.
Officers for 1979-80 were
elected as follows: Mrs.
Debbie Shapla, president:
Mrs. Monica Walston, vice




Mrs. Wanda Barrett, Mrs.:
Robbie Hale, Mrs. Faye Ward,
and Mrs. Lynda Ward.
The final meeting of the
year will be held June 12 at the
New City-County Park. This
will be at 10 a.m. and mem-
bers are to bring a sack lunch.
We will be closed Thursday & Friday,
June 7 & 8 in order to attend our
son's out of town wedding.
SPECIAL 3 HOUR SALE SATURDAY
(Nnewriv Al Mustc—lenost and Betty Clryte., 0WW1
- Dixieland Center 753-7575 Murray, Ky.
For Our Grand Openin
We've Brought in the
Sunshine
Tantrific Sun is a
unique way to get a beautiful,
even tan no matter what
the weather's like outside.
It's easy, comfortable, and our
computerized system assures
you a safe tan.
Get the tan for all seasons. . .
at Tantrific Sun.
- Come By Thurs., June 7,7-9 pin.
For Our OPEN HOUSE
Refreshments & Door Prizes
No. 8 Dixieland Center - 753-3011
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Prices Good Thur. June 7
thru Wed. June 13
siva PRODUCE
Fla. Sweet 20 Lb. Avg.
Watermelons $239
Yellow Sweet
Corn 3 For 49c
fferfitorne Grownireen •
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j,etters To The Editor 
Questions Trailer Rules
Dear Editor:
Having just become the owner of a
mobile home, or house trailer, as some
people refer to them, I had it moved
onto a private lot that I had rented, and
thotight I was located just outside
Murray City limits, and proceeded to
hook up my new home. However the
next day, the city planner, Mr. Steve
Zea, notified my plumbers that my
trailer could not be hooked up on this lot
end advised the plumbers to quit!
Well, I began to check around to try
and find out what was going on, and was
told by Mr. Zea that my trailer would
—.711:Weft be MCP/t%i'a ',tiler the -Mcinr,,,
Day weekend, because I was in an area
that wasn't zoned for trailers! Well I
began to check around, to find out why
I, nor anyone I knew, including the
professional mover, didn't hear about
this zoning law before the trailer was
unhooked? )
To my surprise, I found out that
according to Mr. Zea, there are exactly
137 violaters of this zoning law in and
around the city of Murray, and to my
knowledge, none have been cited or, as
in my case, made to move their trailer,
as of this date!
Now, I believe in obeying laws, and
did so at great trouble and expense, but
am now within the zoning law. My
question now is, when does Mr. Zea
our city planner) plan to carry out his
duties, and remove the other 137
violaters of the zoning law? After all, he
told me he "was only doing his job,"
what hegeto paid by
to do, so I would like to see him carry it
through, lest I get the impression that
my case was just a feeble example of






I appreciated your editorial regar-
ding Glendale Road and agree some
action should be taken immediately.
As you probably know, the Glendale
Road project would have probably been
completed by this date if it were not, in
my opiniop, for a few serving the city in
elected capacities which stopped the
program along with two or three
citizens who had a legitimate concern
in the project.
While a council member during the
period the project was under con-
sideration, I was at first personally
opposed to a four-lane road out of my
concern for the residents of the area.
However, as I studied the traffic count
for that entire area, which far exceeds
an earlier projected count by the state
and also looked a the Murray Police
Department monthly accident report
some 60 to 80 reported accidents
monthly) I had to change my opinion of
Glendale Road.
Also giving thought to the heavy
traffic on Sycamore between Fourth
and 12th and the problems on other
well-traveled streets such as Chestnut
and 12th, I felt that within a few years
the residents of the Glendale Road area
would be glad it was four-laned. At least
they could easily and more safely get in
and out of their driveways.
A three-lane road was never even
considered by the state or city officials
because such a road is, I think, one of
the worst safety hazardi possible and
historically results in more accidents
than any type of road. This was a most
unfortunate coMpromise by a few and
Murray surely does not need such a
hazard with its present traffic
problems.
I have never taken one side or the
other in the disagreement between the
city, some city officials, some local
Agree Or Not
residents and Mr. Howard Brandon. As
is normally true, both sides have some
reasonable basis for their objections
but I do know from my personal in-
volvement as a council member that
Mr. Brandon was quite clear in his
agreement to give the right-of-way to
the city provided the road was 48 feet
wide and four lanes and that was the
basis for the agreement.
At the same time, the state highway
engineers were firm in their position
that the road ,must be 48 feet wide,
which is normally a four lane road. If I
recall correctly, the mayor at that time
and the county judge had also worked
out an arrangement whereby the
county would assist in the project with
some in-kind work to reduce the cost to
the city.
The delay in putting Glendale Road in
good condition is unfortunate. Mr.
Brandon would posgbly reconsider his
position if the road was 48 feet wide
(although! have not discussed this with
Mr. Brandon) and there probably is no
valid reason why the road cannot be
constructed at 48 feet with only two
lanes at the present, if such an
arrangement would appeal to and
appease those residents who oppose the
original proposed project. "Alter the
four lanes could be provided as traffic
justifies.
I have never felt too kindly toward
condemning anyone's property except
in extreme circumstances. Surely
Murray can solve a problem like this
without such action and as enough time
has been wasted, enough hard lettings
resulted and a great many people in-
convenienced, it appears time to







FRANKFORT — Not in recent
memory have the two political parties •
nominated candidates for governor
from the same town.
It also has been a long time since both
candidates for lieutenant governor
have been from the eastern half of the
state.
All four of the candidates can be said
to be from the eastern half of the state
because Lexington is about midpoint of
the state and its business ties are
chiefly with Eastern Kentucky when
you get away from Fayette County
residents.
— Gubernatorial nominees John Young
Brown Jr. (D) and Louie B. Nunn (R )
are both from Lexington. Martha
Layne Collins (D) is from Versailles
and Harold D. Rogers (11) is from
Somerset.
Kentucky's last two governor's have
been from Western Kentucky, and far
western at that. Wendell Ford was from
Owensboro and Julian Carroll is from
Paducah.
The Democratic primary was a
strange race in which major candidates
waged statewide campaigns and
_ winner Brown got just a little more than
.30 per cent of the vote. Four candidates
opposed Terry McBrayer who had the
'support of the Carroll's administration.
McBrayer an third, and Harvey
Sloane ran a close second, or just about
26,000 votes less than Brown received.
Brown's job now is to put the
fragmented 1)ernocratic Party back
together. There was strong criticism of
the present administration, coming
chiefly from Carroll Hubbard and
George Atkins who dropped out of the
race late to join forces with Brown
Democrats out number Republicans
in registration roughly 2 to 1 in the
state. Republisans have to woo many
dissident Democrats to win in.
November. However a large number of
voters register as Democrats so they
can take part in local primaries, but
vote Republican in November.
Nunn's job is to keep Republicans
together and attract dissident
Democrats and the Independents to
support him.
This column in past weeks has
described certain political tendencies
when it comes to the governorship.
No faction of the Democratic Party
has ever held the governor's office
more than two successive terms.
The Republicans haven't been able to
hold the office two terms since the turn
of the century.
Nunn is seeking to be -the fifth
governor elected to the office twice.
The last was A. B. Chandler who was
elected in 1935 and again in 1955. He
sought a third term in 1963. No elected
state official may succeed himself.
Nunn was elected in 1967, and is
seeking the office again after being out
two terms. The state budget has tripled
since his last term. It is nove$7.6 billion
and was only $2.5 billion for his last two
years.
There hasn't been a lieutenant
governor from Eastern Kentucky since
Kenneth Tuggle served under
Republican Gov. Simeon Willis, 1943-
1947. Tuggle is the last Republican
lieutenant governor, and Nunn was the
first Republican to be elected governor
since Willis.
In past columns it also was pointed
out that Carroll's administration had
become unpopular with the people and
that McBrayer had to handle some
thorns if he expected to harvest the
roses. McBrayer got about 27 per cent
of the primary 'vote, running third.
McBrayer carried his home
congressional district, the Seventh, less
than 10,000 votes over Brown while
Brown was carrying his home Sixth
District over Harvey Sloane by only
6,000 votes.
Contributing to McBtayer's downfall
was loss, of the heavily Democratic
First District to Brown by 7,000 votes
and to Carroll Hubbard by 17,000 votes.
This is Carroll's home District. When
McBrayer lost the first and carried the
Seventh by such a small margin his
hopes were doomed.
EARTLIN,
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 66 years old and I
draw my Social Security benefits. I am
also drawing S.S.I. Last week I
received a call to go to the local Social
Security office to discuss my S.S.I.
benefits. I don't understand why they
are doing this. My situation has not
changed at all. Can you tell me what
this is all about? — D.L.
The Social Security Administration
reviews every Supplemental Security
Income ( SSII recipient at least once a
year to make sure that the recipient is
still eligible and that he is receiving the
correct amount. These reviews are
required by the law. Social Security
representatives will get in touch with
everyone on SSI when it is time to
review his case.
This review may be done by phone, or
by personal interview at the recipient's
home or in the Social Security office.
The same .type of 'questions will be
asked that were asked when yougap-
plied for SSf. They will need in-
formation about your income, things
you own and your living arrangements.
HEARTLINE: I will be 65 in August.
I will have been on Social Security for
three years then. In August I will also
be starting on Medicare. I have heard
from a friend on Medicare that you'
must pay for this coyerage. I always
thought it was free. Can you tell me who
is right? — E.H. 
•,
There is a charge of $8.20 per month
for the Medicare Part "B" (medical
insurance premium). Starting July 1.
this will be increased to $8.70 per
month. There is no charge for Part "A-
( hospital insurance; under Medicare
for those who are fully insured under
Social Security.
For all people on Medicare, Heartline
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented, for the purpose Of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editoria;
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage reader<
who de not agree- with-an -editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issiie
editor.
By the same token, if an issue ha
not been discussed on this page zip.
a reader feels that the issue merit'
the attention of the general public.
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an aythored article on whatever that
topic might be.
has a very easy-to-understand book
covering the entire program. To order,
send $1.75 to Medicare Guidebook, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
HEARTLINE: Can you tell me if
Medicare will cover my wife for kidney
dialysis treatment? I am 63 and am
drawing my Social Security benefits.
My wife is 59 years old and she is not on
Social Security. — C.R.
Yes,. Medicare would provide
coverage for your wife for the kidney
dialysis treatment. The following group
it people are eligible for Medicare'
coverage fop kidney dialysis treat-
ment:
All people who are on Medicare.
A worker who is already drawing
Social Security benefits but has not yet
turned age 65.
A worker who has enough quarters of
coverage under Social Security to be
ligible for a retirement benefit.
The spouse or dependent child of a
worker who is already eligible for
Social SecUrity benefits or drawing
Social Security benefits.
HEARTLINE: I am presently
receiving Social Security retirement
and SSI benefits. If I _glove to another
State, will I still be eligible for SSI
benefits? — A.W.
SSI is a combination state and
federally funded program. If you are
presently living in a state that funds the
federal SSI program and move to a
state that does not, you could possible
lose (or have reduced) your SSI
benefits. However, if you live in a state
that does not pay funds into the federal
SSI program and move to one that does,
your SSI benefits could be increased.
Check with your local Social Security





The Lord God, merciful
and gracious, longsuffering,
and abundant in goodness and
truth. Exodus 34:6.
Our God is also as strict as
hell. Men and women have to
decide which path they will
pick: choose life, choose
Christ; choose goodness.
Miray Ledger & Times
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Why I
Like KET
I watch KET almost exclusively
because it regularly has what I like -
a variety of entertaining,
stimulating, informative subjects.
Only occasionally on commercial
TV does one find programs of
similar superior quality. KET




By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
CopyrIght, 117$
4+ • +4 ++++++++444++4
In the same rs-s-ne of the above editoriaka rgi'ice was published
announcing a warrant had been issued 'against citizens of the east
portion of the county'. Warrants charging seven men in the county
living near the mouth of Blood River with Night Riding were served
Thursday morning by Sheriff Edwards, aided by a detachment of
Company II under the command of Lieut. Wilburn, and the accused
were brought to town at 11 o'clock and carried before Judge Wells
in the sums of $1,500 and $2,000 bonds, in default of which the men
were sent to jail. The accused were Carlos Elkins, Jack Elkins,
Bob puncan, Ed Thompson„Damus Miller  Jake Ellis and Hardin
Lovett. The examining trial was set for Saturday:. All of the men
are well known on the east side of the county. It is charged that
some of the men aided in the whipping of Frank Mardis of the
Faxon section, and othrrs:particip_ated in Ai& Night  Riding depre-
dations.- Only two of the accused signed the Association pledge. last
year; and they' were Jake Ellis and Hardin Lovett. Ellis is a black-
smith. Joe Bell, district organizer of the Woodmen of the ‘Vorld
lodge and a well known young man of near Pottertown, was arrested
last Friday afternoon on the streets of Murray, on a warrant charging
him with Night Riding: lie was sent to
Perhaps more people were possessed with fear at the time than
in any other period in the history of Calloway: County. It was
not a concern endured exclusively by' the adult population; but one
that left emotional scars on every' child in the county for the rest
of their lives.. Because of the intensity' of the anxiety few people left
their homes after dark, _even around their own residences. No
woman dared to even go to an outhouse after sundown and men
who did nervously, carried pistols or shotguns. hily one who has
experienced the apprehension of a county under military control
can fairly' grasp its significance, its despair and despondency.
•No doubt, those citizens who were residents of Calloway County
,during  the Civil War underwent similar anxieties, however there
were only a few of these ex-soldiers still living who went through
the Civil NVar but y‘ ire mu w tiio old to he alarmed. Mounted sol-
diers patrolled ,county nlads through each night, seven nights a week,
and the hoofbeats of it bearing militiathen echoed from the
store fronts around conrt spurt' every night,' beginning at dusk and
ending with dawn. Terror by night enveloped the entird county






John A. Gregory of Murray has been
elected as one of the 12 new directors of
the Alumni Association of Centre
College, Danville.
Deaths reported include John C
(Chriss ) Calhoun, 80.
Edward L Dortch, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe B. Dortch of Murray Route 1,
has been elected assistant treasurer of
CTS of Paducah, Inc.
Anne Warren Nance, daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Max Nance of
Murray, was valedictorian of the 1969
graduating class at Dyersburg High
School, Dyersburg, Tenn.
New officers of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America are Beverly
Rogers, Dortha Jackson, Jackie
Budzko, Kathy Stubblefield, Wilma
Smith, Emily Morris, Joan Peery,
Becky Chaney, Ginny Locke, Carla
Watkins, Patty Greer, and Christy
Lockhart.
Elected as 1969-70 officers of the
Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs. J. D.
Rayburn, Miss Ruby Simpson, Mrs..
Helen Bennett, and Mrs. Stanford
Andrus.
20 Years Ago
Wayne Ezell, son of Mr. and Mts. N.
A. Ezell of Murray Route 6, won the
coveted title of Star Farmer of the
Purchase District. The presentation
was made at the annual Kentucky
convention of the Future Farmers, of
America held at Louisville.
Donna Ruth Grogan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Grogan, won the state 4-
H speech contest on June 4 at
Lexington:
Army Pvt. David E. Gray, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Gray, recently was
assigned to the 40th Chemical Company
at Dugway Proving Ground, Utah.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Garvin
Bourland, 36.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Furches
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Mary Beth, to Thomas Carruthers, son
of Thomas N. Carruthers of Beaumont,
Texas, and the late Mrs. Carruthers.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
George Colson and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Malvin,
Nancy Paschall; daughter of Mrs.
Aggie Lee Paschall and the late H. C.
Paschall, Jr., will graduate from the
University of Tennessee at Knoxville.
30 Years Ago
Basketball players apd coaches who
will take part in the Xorth-South game
here June 11 have been arriving by all
means of transportation. A two-a-day
practice sessions will begin today fOr
the game.
Deaths reported include Mrs. W. C.
Martin.
A registered Jersey cow, owned by
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Boyd, was killed
the night of June 4 when hit by a car.
Fred Chunn, E. Ray Jerkins, Elbert
Young, Alonzo Williams, John B.
Hardeman, James P. Miller, and Henry
Hargis will be speakers at the gospel
meeting June 6-12 at the Murray
Church of Christ.
Halene Hatcher, educational
specialist for Geography and Con-
servation, U..S. Office of Education,
Washington, D. C., has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. W. T. Hatcher, and her
sister, Mildred Hatcher.
Suzanne Snook of Arlington is the
guest-of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Diuguid at




By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, June 6, the
157th day of 1979. There are 208 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1944, Allied forces
landed on the Normandy beaches of
France. It was D-day of World War H.
On this date:
In 1660, the Peace of Copenhagen
ended war between Sweden and Den-
mark and. opened the Baltic to foreign
warships.
In 1871, Alsace was annexed to
Germany after the French were
defeated in the Franco-Prussiarr War.
In 1942, the U.S. aircraft carrier,
Yorktown, was sunk in the Pacific War
Battle of Midway.
In 1967, the Six-Day War began in the
Middle East, with Israel carving a :10-
mile front along Egypt's
Mediterranean Coast.
Ten years ago: Communist forces_
launched heavy attacks north of Saigon
after shelling more than 100 towns and
military bases in South Vietnam.
Five years ago: the Nixon ad-
ministration scored a major victory in
Congress when the Senate rejected
proposals to reduce the number of U.S.
troops in foreign countries.
One year ago: The Rhodesian
guerrilla leader, Joshua Nkomo,
acknowldged for the first time that his
fonaes were being trained in Zambia by
Cubans.
Today's birthdays: the exiled Tibetan
leader, the Dalai Lama, is 44 years old.
U.S. Comptroller General Elmer Staats
is 65. Bill Dickey of the baseball Hall of
Fame is 72.
Thought for today: In charity, there
is no excess Francis Bacon, English
philosopher and writer. 1561-1626.
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Social Changes Transform Three
Generations Of American Women
EDITOR'S NOTE — Con-
sider three generations of
American women. In a real
sense, they are a world apart.
Each generation has its own
perspective, but all are wit-
ness to remarkable changes in
woman's traditional role. This
Is the first of two articles
exploring the sweeping shift in
values, attitudes, and self-
perception that is tran-




She was always the flying
buttress of the American
family, the keeper of the
domestic flame, the purveyor
of apple pie, the one for whom
suburbs and white picket
fences were built. •
But see her now.
She is a changeling, wearing
so many guises she dazzles
her own kind. So recently in '
the kitchen, she is now in the
office, the lab or city hall. In
her new lifestyles, she shows
no signs of changing her mind
again.
She won the vote less than 60
years ago, Georgia, South
Carolina, Mississippi,
Delaware and Louisiana
dissenting. Today she is the
nation's majority, 116 million
out of 220 million. She is the
nation's premier consumer,




wrought great changes in the
psyche of the American
woman, in her self-image. It
has paid her well. It has cost
her dearly.
Today, somehow, she seems
to be rebelling against all
earlier roles to the admiration
and consternation of her
mother and her grandmother.
She searches for an image of
herself in a new world.
Without role models. The
price is frequent frustration.
That's the picture emerging
from the sweep of
demographic statistics, the
broad national trend. They
leave, of course, large dif-




In one sense, today's young
women are following the
aspirations of their mothers
and grandmothers. In
another, they inherit an
enormous generation gap
created by the unprecedented
explosion in choices — a
chance to design their own
lives, from when and if they
marry to when and if they
bear children, from the way
they view themselves to the
way they view the rest of the
world.
There is a hovering\ am-
bivalence for many grand-
mothers and mothers — pride
on the one hand, frustration on
the other.
There is ambivalence, too,
for today's young women — a
sense of being on the crest of a
wave, a foreboding notion of
undertow.
"It's not out-and-out con-
flict," explains Dr. Margaret
Huyek, a psychologist who has
studied women and aging.
'The conflict is not so much
between the generations as it
IS in the Self, in each
generation, particularly in the
mothers and daughters.
The ambivalent mothers
are envious of their daughters'
freedom and their daughters'
self assurance. There's envy.
But there's admiration too, a
sense of pride in sponsorship."
Grandmothers who broke
the ice in the labor market in
the Depression and sacrificed
to educate their daughters
press their granddaughters to
set aside career or jobs long
eabufgh to have babies: -
Mothers who made a religion
out of togetherness, admire
the intellectual toughness, the
ambition of their daughters.
But they worry as well — that
their offspring may miss what
they consider the joys of home
and family.
Tressa Eichenbaum of
Austin, Texas, is 62, a child of
the Depression and an older
kind of bringing up. The rules
were different in her young
days.
"My parents were strict
disciplinarians," she says.
"They expected me to mind,
to be courteous, honest,
dependable, to tell the truth
and observe whatever hours
were my curfew."
Grandmothers and mothers
were brought up to orientate
themselves around family
first, then to move into the
world. Their daughters are
saying, "But I'm not going to
wait. Why should I?"
That, says Dr. Huyek of the
Illinois Institute of
Technology, leads to the
quandary: ''The mothers
sometimes feel that the
daughters haven't paid their
species dues yet, parenting
and taking care of the next
generation."
The differences, the
similarities, both run deeper
than that. To chart how far
womanhood has come in the
last 60 years, The Associated
Press commissioned a
demographic profile of the
three generations. They speak
en chorale of some of the
threads and themes of female
life today. Today's brave nevi
woman is, after all, rooted in
her mother and grandmother,
the worlds they came from.
Only 60 years ago, grand-
mother's • world was
remarkably primitive. She
had one chance in 205 of dying
in childhirth and one chance in
20 her baby would die. She
could only expect to live 62
years at birth, and her
husband considerably jess.
"In that era there were
many family enterprises,"
says Dr. Gail Putney
Fullerton, president of San
Jose State University and a
student of female lifestyles.
"Many women would not show
on the records as employed
persons. They were unpaid
family workers, perhaps a
mom-and-pop grocery store,
or maybe she ran the cafe and
he pumped the gas at the diner
at the bend in the road."
Contraception was
primitive, too. Childbearing
was often delayed for
economic reasons. Combined
with infant mortality, the
result was that grandmother's
generation produced only 2.2
children per woman, barely
over the replacement rate,
and one of the lowest in
American history, until now.
Mrs. Lee Durham is 70, a
retired teacher living with her
retired husband in Overland
Park, Kr : She was 30 when
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was teaching and my husband
often couldn't find work," she
remembers. "We had to wait
five years to marry because
we couldn't afford it."
She made ;135 a month and
had a car. She quit when they
were married. They had three
children, and for 20 years she
raised her family. Then she
went back to teaching.
She tries to understand a
woman's world today: "I
think by the time a young
woman reaches 20, if her
parents have given her a good
moral foundation, she should
be able to make decisions
about- living • together and
other things-. Parents just
have to accept that."
But the ambivalence creeps
in. She worries about who gets
hurt when young living
arrangements split up. She
still believes in permanence.
"If they just live together,
they're only fooling them-
selves..."
The 60 years between Mrs.
Durham and today's young
woman is marked by a very
large difference of opinion on
divorce. In Mrs. Durham's
day, a woman stood only a 15
percent chance of divorcing or
being divorced. And even then
it was largely a phenomenon
of the upper classes. The poor
could not afford divorce.
Divorce also carried a
painful stigma. It could ruin a
man's career, and it was often
the end of a woman's hope of
happiness.
"The norm of the turn of the
century was the double
standards," Dr. Fullerton
explains, "permitting men to
remarry where women didn't,
and permitting a successful
man, if he were discreet, to
have affairs..."
That changed in mother's
day, although the divorce rate
rose marginally to one in five
marriages, a notion of what
was to come.
If the Depression was the
watershed for grandmother's
life, World War II was the
watershed for mother. In (say
one generation, life changed
greatly, but in ways not easily
measurable at the time.
Mother's chances of sur-
viving childbirth were 18
times better than the woman
who bore her. Further, there
was only one chance in 35 her
newborn would perish.
In mother's day the labor
force had increased to 67
million, and unemployment
was very low. With the men off
to war, about a third. of the
women worked.
In the postwar recovery,
mother inherited the dream
themes of her own mother.
But, oddly, men still did the
singing — from "Just Molly
and me, and baby makes
three, we're happy in my blue
heaven," to "Someday we'll
build a little home for two,.-or
three or four or more, in
loveland, for me and my gal."
It all looked so idyllic. But
other great changes were
afoot. This statistical woman,
bearing her children in the
1940s and '50s, was more
mobile than her mother. Only
70 percent of her number
remained in the state where
they. were born. The . nation
was in flux, yet most people
still lived in family settings.
Family and togetherness. If
there were catchwords for this
generation, they would
'describe it best.
"Twenty years ago most
American women started
their child-bearing at 19 and
they had their last child before
they were 30," explains Dr.
Fullerton. Having children,
fulfilling domestic dreams
born of foxholes, long ab-
sences, five years out of the
nation's life, was both a
national and personal priority.
"Mothers, born of
Depression mothers, were
very often only children," Dr.
Fullerton adds. "They had the
feeling that while they grew
up alone, they wanted their
children to have the corn-
panionship of brothers and
sisters."
But those dreams were not
transferable. The very trend
from small families to large
families was to have its
contrary reverberations when
the baby-boom children grew
up.




Children became the focus of
much of the nation's life. Dr.
Spock ruled the land with a
lenient hand. Mothers gave
their children affluence and
personal freedom, not always
with the constraints that they
themselves grew up with.
Working mothers were no
longer considered unusual.
World War II did that.
Nancy Feild is 50 and lives
in Kansas. The path was clear
when she came of age: "We
knew we'd get married and
our husband would bring
home the paycheck. When a
young man graduated from
college, he knew a job would
be waiting. I never really
thought of learning a
marketable skill. My parents
thought I should be a well-
rounded person, which would
help. in any husband's climb
up any-tidder."
She sees today's young as
.'book-smart but not world-
wise. There's a great inability •
among youth to see the long
range. They postpone making
decisions. The idea is 'if I
don't try, I don't fail! So they
put off choosing a marriage -
partner."
She has two daughters, the
oldest divorced and remarried
happily, the youngest single at
23, a stewardess. She worries
about her.
"I may be pressuring her,
she says, "but I'm anxious for
her to find somebody. She
knows we're not disappointed
because she's not
married. but the more she
lives single, the more she
knows exactly what  she wants
in a husband ... an the more
picky she becomes."
Carol Landolfi of Palos
Verdes, Calif., is an attractive
woman on the bridge between
generations. She has two
teenage children and has
moved through divorce into a
thriving business for herself.
She tends to resent the way
she was brought up — go to
school, get married, have
children. She remembers
when she was a child in New
Jersey, her mother wrote the
checks, her father - sighed
them. •
The rules of her childhood
were "stifling to any human
being, male or female..." As
for her-daughter, "she can do
anything she wants to, be -
anything she wants to be."
Asked if she could sum up
these three generations of
women in a phrase, Dr. Joyce
Goodfriend, professor of
history at the University of
Denver, took time to think.
Grandmothers, she finally
said, could be summed up as
"hopeful." Mothers — -un-
fulfilled expectations."
Today's women — "free to
choose."
In a sense, she says,
"grandmother's dreams have





LOUISVILLE, Ky. I Al
Gerald Neal, a candidate for-
the Democratic nomination
for the state Senate from west
Louisville's 33rd District, has
asked the county Board of
Election fora recanvass.
Unofficial returns, with all
precincts reporting, show
Neal trailing incumbent
Georgia M. Davis Po rs
2,753 to 2,615. Absentee ballots
have not yet been counted
The Mayflower sailed ,,f11!,
first return trip fr
Plymouth to England ii
will always be
grateful for the sup-






















































Bananas 3 Lbs $100
Yellow
Onions















Good Only At Storey's
Exp 6 12 79
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Cycle
Dog Food
id I or con 3/$1
Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 6-12-79
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Good Only Al Storey's
Exp 6- /2 79
COUP( N
Limit I Per 10,','
foxy 01
Spray Start
220: 67GoodOnlv Al Sem
Exp 6 17
I.
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Super Inflation Fighters Are Hem Pick Up Your Free GameTicket And Collector Card































Pick up your Free '
Game Ticket and Col-
lector Card when you
visit your participating
store! The more
tickets you collect, the
better your chances of
winning $1, $2, $5,
$10;$100 or $1,000!










?Meat 2 Veg Bread 
Submarine
Sandwich 89'
Cole Slaw lb  89'









Good Only Al Storey's
Exj, 6-7279
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We Accept U.S. Gov't Food Stamps
introducing Storey's Super Inflation fighters
Storey's—Food Giant introdum a new concept in shopping. While prices
everywhere are going up...Storey's is lowering the prices on hundreds of items,














Weekly Frozen Food Specials
Seal test




Northern Pride Old Fnshson Vanilla



































Makes 2 to 4 qts. of
good old homemade





p is 213 to 30 minutes.
.41‘
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has rugged, easy grip hand-
les, rust proof construction























  1.-_, 
Prices Good June 7 - June 10
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quanties
--No Rain Checks -
MURRAY® 22" SELF-PROPELLED MOWER
14 guage steel conitruction, has quick
height adjustments, 1-piece _steel tem-
pered blade, lever control,, chute deflec-
tor, rear guard, 3.5 HP engine, front
wheel drive and easy-spin horizontal
pull recoil with automatic choke.
UMBRELLA
a. 
inches in diameter. Has cen-
ter 
table measures 42- 
$1 988TABLE
umbrella hole with cap
aluminum legs. Table has a 






















If Attractive and Useful...
ri 42" Terrace Bench ...
Adds a touch of simp lc:ay
to your terr or lX)fCh
'
Reite._21 durable construc SPECIAL










chafr with durable Poly
ester seat and back
Folds for easy storage
Tangerine or yellow




Soft, absorbent 1-piy paper
napkins 140 per pack
Handwoven 48x80"
Outdoor Hammock $2988Each
Hammock is handwoven of
finest textured white
polyester rope. Measures
48x80". A great idea for







Sate 19' Lima 2
Four exciting activities to keep
children occupied for hour's Set
'includes two swings. two-seater
, glide, trapeze U b..and side
entry pistform slide Top raii





Heavy duty paper towel-
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13-IN. DOUBLE EDGE TRIMMER
ShrubMedge tnmmer with double
blade action lets you tnm in any 
di-1*8
$
per minute' 3-position safety switch,







Wet Ones, moist soft cloth
towelettes in handy popup dispen-





For furniture, fences and
"much morel 04ipick, easy
and economical It pene-
trates deep for long-laming
protectidh . dries quickly
and deans tip gasify with
water
Prices Good Thur. June 7 thru Sunday June 10































flows freely for quick star-
ting in all types of weather.
Qt. size cans.
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Veterans like senior shortstop Steve Sencibaugh I left helpe
d Murray State win the OVC baseball title. But un-
derclassmen, including David McMillen ( No. 1) and Robin Roberts, 
celebrating 4ter a tournament win, were in-
strumental in Murray High's finish as runnerup in the state high school even
t. I See story, apposite page)
• . '
Mirrray Ledger & Times 
Delaney Gets OVC Nod;
Rayburn Hall Of Famer
Portions By AP
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
-- The selection of a new
commissioner and the in-
duction of three men, in-
cluding a Murray native, into
the Sports Hall of Fame
highlighted the annual . Ohio
Valley Conference meeting
here today.
James Delaney, 31, one of
five applicants for the post of
OVC Commissioner, will
succeed Bob Vanatta, who
resigned this year to become,
conunissioner of the --neWty--
fumed Trans America
Conference.
Delaney, an investigator on
the staff of the National
Collegiate Athletic
Association, is a gradute of
North Carolina Unix4rsity. He




presidents of OVC schools
wanted to check with their
institutions before choosing a
commissioner, said Jim
Freeman, sports information
director for lliddle Tennessee
State University, where the
presidents met.
Other candidates for the
OVC post were Cecil Coleman,
former athletic director at the




makel, athletic director at
Illinois State, and John C.
West, athletic director at
Furman University.
Three persons - the late Dr.
Quill ;Cope, the late -Nick
Denes and J.D. Rayburn
were inducted into the- OVC-
Sports Hall of Fame.
First-Round-Picks
Cope was president at
Middle Tennessee State from
1958 to 1968 and Denes com-
piled a 57-39-7 record as
Western'. Kentucky's football
coach from 1957-1967.
'Rayburn, a 1935 graduate of
Murray State, played football
and basketball and in 1933 was
a member of the Racers' only
undefeated and untied football
squad.
He served as coordinator of
c(tioient teachers and veterans
affairs at Murray State from
1966 to 1977.
3 Wolverines Are Selected In Baseball Draft
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK - Major
league baseball gave retiring
University of Michigan Coach
Moby Benedict a little going-
away present Tuesday,
, selecting three of his players
in thefirst round of the annual
free agent draft
The Detrdit Tigers made
Michigan outfielder Rick
Leach the first Wolverine
selection. Then the Los
Angeles Dodgerachose two of
Benedict's pitchers, left-
hander Steve Howe and right-
hander Steve Perry.
Leach was the 13th player
chosen. Howe was No.16 and
Twins' Hartzell, Phils' Carlton Shine
By the Associated Press
Mike Marshall saved the
game for Paul Hartzell, then-
saved the night for the media.
BASEBALL ROUNDUP
"I don't know why
everybody is around me,"
Marshall protested to
reporters after he had made
his 30th appearance and
posted his 12th save of the ,
season. "Paul Hartzell did the
pitching tonight ..*'"
Then, when reporters
became impatient as they
waited for Hartzell to finish
icing his arm in the off-limits
trainer's room, Marshall
carried the container of ice to
the locker room, giving
newsmen a shot at the winning
left-hander.
Hartzell, 3-3, allowed only
three singles and retired 13
consecutive batters before
being lifted in the ninth.
'following a ope-out pinch
double by, pat Kelly and a
single by Eddie-Murray as the
Minnesota Twins beat the
Baltimore Orioles 3-1.
In other AL games Tuesday,
Boston defeated Texas 9-3,
Kansas City downed the New
York Yankees 3-1, Milwaukee
stopped the Chicago White Sox
5-3, California edged Toronto
3-2, Cleveland bombed
Oakland 12-3 and Detroit
downed Seattle 3-1.
Marshall, who has won eight
game i and has figured in 20 of
Minnesota's 29 victories,
retired the final two batters to
end the game.
Red Sox 9, Rangers 3
Two-run homers by Fred
Lynn and Carl Yitrzemski
and a solo shot by Jim Rice
powered Boston past Texas.
The victory moved the Red
Sox back into first place in the
American League East for the
first time since May 17.
Johnny Grubb had three hits
for Texas, to extend his hitting
streak to 18 games.
Angels 3, Blue Jays 0
Player, Ala rcan
Alive In British, _
By the Associated Press
SOUTHPORT, England -
The British Amateur may well
be won this year by the sound
and solid golf of one of
America's ,victorious Walker
Cup squad.
But the crowd-pleasers at
this year's championship at
the Hillside Club's 6,951-yard,
par-72 course are a small and
chunky 17-year-old from South
Africa -and a tall and willowy
Mexican with a drive like a
kick from a mule.
The South African is Wayne
Player, whose father Gary is
one of the 'game's all-time
greats. The Mexican is 20-
yearold Rafael Alarcan, who
plays on the Oklahoma State
University team.
,Alareaa, - --brimming with
selfconfidence, Ls already
through to the third round of
the tournament after beating
two Britains - Roger
Chapman 4 and 3 in the first
round, and Tony Shingler by a
crushing 7 and Sin the second.
Player, who says he prefers
stroke to match play, has only
played Orig round.so far. But in
that he dropped the first hole
then reeled off a string of nine
pars and two birdies to win the
next 11 holes for an 8 and 7
victory over Australian an-
tique dealer Ray Vanderluis.
The other first-round victors
were Doug Fischesser, Griff
Moody. Sigel, Doug Clarke
and Mike Peck. plus Dick
Siderowf. Dick Runkle,
Wesley Mohr, Bb Gaiser and
Bob Dickerson,
All of them were due to play
their second round matches
Wednesday.
Hoop it up





Ron Greene, Steve Newton.
Mike Dill. Carr McCalla,
and other area college •
and high school coaches
for a week of fun and learning
Cost is $13500 a week, which includes room,
board and tuition For more information, cell
the MSU basketball office at (50')) 762-6
804
Frank Tanana pitched his
first complete game of the
season, a four-hitter, and
Bobby Grich and Don Baylor
homered to boost California
over Toronto. Tanana walked
two and struck out three to
raise his record to 5-3.
National League
Steve Canton isn't having a
,.,C37,7 Young Award-winning
year so far, but he usually
looks like a Cy Young winner
to the Houston Astros.
Like Tuesday night, when
the twaltime winner of
baseball's most, prestigious
pitching award led the
Philadelphia Phillies to an 8-0
victory with a one-hit beauty.
That masterful per-
formance improved Carlton's
lifetime record to 23-9 over the
Astros, and gave the faltering
Phillies a shot in the arm.
They had lost -eight of their
previous nine games.
Rookie Jeff Leonard got the
only hit off Carlton - a line
drive single to left-center in
the seventh inning.




By the Asstriated Press
OMAHA, Neb. f- Arkansag-
has gained the upper hand in
the 33rd College World Series,
thanks to the hitting and
fielding exploits of a part-time
farmer who had to chop wood
to keep warm this winter.
Marc Brumble, who
manages a 100-acre farm
outsid ye-Refine-1m - ad-
dition to.going to class and
playing baseball, sparkled at
the plate and in the field
Tuesday. night as the
Razorbacks whipped Texas 9-
4.
The victory leaves Arkansas
the only undefeated team in
the series and assures the
Razorbacks of a berth in the
chOmpionship game. Texas,
the nation's No.1-rated team,
will be eliminated if it loses
one more game.
"Everyone was talking
about a low-scoring game,"
Brumble said, "but I couldn't
see us not hitting and I know
Texas is a good hitting club."
Brumble certainly con-
tributed to the hitting,
smacking a three-run double
to highlight a seven-run third
inning and belting a solo
homer in the seventh.
He also made four out-
standing catches in left field,
including a diving grab that
took an extra base hit away
from Terry Salazar.
.Brumble became a farmer
when he and his wife, Cayla,
agreed to manage an acreage
owned by a Fayetteville
resident. They live on the
Earth rent free, but Bramble
has found the life ola farmer-
student-athlete to be a busy
one. t
"During the winter, we had
no heat, just awoqd stove," he
said. "I had -to chop wood
every day. I'd go to class, feed
the livestock twice a day and
go to practice.
"They call me Tin-ilitrrrin—rtirmt-rs
the team. I grew up in Tulsa,
Okla., but it was always a
dream of mine to have a farm
Sei'm e day."
Cayla is expecting the
couple's first child later this
month, however, and Brumble
says that will force them to
return to city life.
"It was tough the past year.
There was a lot of respon‘
sibility with all the feednig
and-st32ff--Brumbie--sa1d--IL
don't want to have to do that
with a child, so I'm going to
get her i. Cayla a duplex "
Freshman Keiri -
McReynolds joined Brunible
as the hitting hero, starting •
the third inning rally with a
400-foot home run over the
center field wall and capp(r4(
it with a two-run doubi(..
McReynolds is batting .7((o
Arkansas' three series gan.(,-.
It was a sweet victor',
seventh-rated Arkansas. 49-1
which was runner-up i '
in. the Southwest Co
and lost to the Longhorn
times in five games (.;-
this season.
Both teams plat
tonight; - with IV
Meeting third-rated I






















Boston 9. Texas 3
Minnesota 3, Baltimore 1• •
Kansas City 3. New York 1
Milwaukee S. Chicago 3
California 3. Toronto 0
Cleveland 12, Oakland 3









Clucago (Karam 4-31 at Boston (Stan-
ley 5-31, Int
Kansas City ,Splittorff 8-4 , • at 16.11,-
morel) Martinez 7-21, n 1
Minnesota Koosrnan 74e ato—Ne..-
Guidry 5-4 o, n
TellIS Corner 5-4, at Milwaukee So-
rensell74I n
record over the .500 mark at 7-
6, the Phillies brought their
offense back to life with a 17-
tut attack that included Mike
Schmidt's 17th howe run of the
season. In their ptevious nine
games, the Phillies had scored
but 13 runs.
In other National League
games., the Pittsburgh Pirates
whipped the Los Angeles
Dodgers 3-1; the St. Louis
Cardinals defeated the San
Francisco Giants 5-4; the
Cincinnati Reds beat the New
York Mets 6-1; the Atlanta
Braves stopped the Montreal
Expos 4-1 and the San Diego
























574 14 11.24 Angeles
569 2 San Francisco
566 2 58 n rkeao
472 Atlanta
375 124 Tuesday's Games
127 15 San Diego it, Chicago 3
Atlanta 4. Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 3, Los Angeles 1
Cincinnati 6 New York 1
Philadelphia 8, Houston 0
St Lows S. San Franasco 4
Wednesday's Games
New York Orosco 13 at Cincinnati
Bonham 2-1.
San Diego Jones 5-3, at Chicago
Reuschel 3-51
Montreal tCrrirnsley 4-4 at Atlanta
41' Niekiii 68,, n o
los Angeles Reuss 2-4 at Pittsburgh
WIlitson o,
Philadelplua Werch 2-4i at Houston
, it-Ward n,
San Francisco Nast u 2-41 at St Louis




29 19 604 —
VI 19 596 *
29 24 547 24
26 M 531 34
21 27 438 8
19 30 388 10',
WEST
33 24 579
30 24 556 1
27 30 474 6





Perry No.25 as Coach
Benedict's team dominated
the early selections.
Leach, of course, also is a
highly-rated quarterback and
must decide between foottball
and baseball. He was picked
by the Denver Broncos in the
fifth round of last month's
National Football , League
draft, the 132nd player
selected in that lottery.
' One player who already has
made up his mind about the
football-baseball dilemma is
Al "Choo Choo" Chambers.
Chambers is .a Slugging out-
fielder from Harrisburg, Pa.
who was the first player
selected in the draft, chosen
by the Seattle Mariners.
Chambers, who batted .484
in 22 games this season, had
signed a letter of intent to play
football at Arizona State. But
after the draft's first round,
the Mariners announced that
they had signed the 6-foot-4,
210-pound youngster, who
graduates from high school
today.
Chambers said that being
the nation's No.1 choice was
something he'd always
dreamed about.
"I didn't think it would
happen," he said. "But I
thought if I worked hard and
was determined, I might go
early. Then, when Seattle's
scout came around, and I
knew they had the No.1 pick, I
figured I could be No.1 in the
nation." -
When the Mariners decided
on Chambers, the New York
Mets, picking second, Selected
right-handed pitcher _Tim
Leary from UCLA.
Then Toronto picked cat-
cher Jay. Schroeder of Pacific
Palisades, Calif., another
quarterback, who signed a
letter of intent for UCLA.
Atlanta, which came up with
the National:I A.agoP's rookie
of thed year when they picked
Bob Horner No.1 in last June's
draft, had the fourth pick in
the regular phase this time
and chose outfielder-first
baseman Brad Komrninsk
from Shawnee High School in
Lima, Ohio.
Among the players chosen
were first baseman Joe
Lansford, brother of
California's Carney Lansford,
by San Diego; infielder Todd
Demeter, son of ex-major
leaguer Don Demeter, by the
New York Yankees; catcher
- Marc Sullivan, son of Boston
Red Sox executive vice
president Haywood Sullivan,
by Boston; pitcher Jeff
Stottlemyre, brother of ex-
major leaguer Mel Stot-
tlemyre, by Seattle; pitcher
Terry Sutcliffe, brother of Los
Angeles pitcher Rick Sutcliffe,
by Los Angeles; and catcher
Dave Landrith, son of ex-
major leaguer Hobie Lan-
drith, by Cleveland.
A total of 226 players was
chosen Tuesday, 156 of them in
six regular rounds and 70 in
seven secondary rounds for_
players previously drafted but
unsigned. The draft continues




LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Candy
Jackson, a sophomore at
Murray High School, is the
second among 16-and-under
girls in the Joe Creason
Qualifying Tournament,
which is slated to begin
Thursday.
Netters are vying to qualify
for spots in the Southern
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Only a single team kept
each from attaining their
ultimate goals, but for the
Murray State and Murray
High baseball teams, success
came in huge quantities this
season.
Since predicting the out-
come of baseball, a sport
composed of games won and
lost by bounces, bad hopes and
scratch hits, is risky at best,
the chances of both teams
having their greatest seasons
in years at the same time are
high, indeed.
Still. both 'Bred Coach
Johnny Reagan and Tiger
Coach Cary Miller cited one
factor — desire — as a quality
In each of their squads.
Desire To Win Keyed 'Bred, Tiger Baseball Successes, Say Coaches
"This team just never knew
when to quit," Reagan, who
completed his 21st year as
Murray coach, said during his
team's showing in the NCAA
South Region in Starkville,
Miss.
The 'Breds won two straight
games over hard-hitting
Tulane and New Orleans to
advance to the brink of a spot
in the College World Series.
But Mississippi State,
rebounding from a first-round
loss, swept the two-game final
over Murray for the coveted
berth in the eight-team field.
Five regulars and two of
Reagan's top pitchers — Andy
Rice and Doyle Miller — were
seniors and represented a
wealth of experience upon
which to. fall. Reagan also felt
- - -
Lnat factor played a large role
in the his team's bombing of
Morehead 12,3 in the Ohio
Valley Conference final, and
later its performance in the
South Regional.
"So many times in baseball,
a team has a tendency to
tighten up during a tour-
nament," he said. We had
the experience and kids that
had been there before, though,
and it showed."
But Murray High, though
bolstered by senior regulars
Brad Taylor, Alan Gibbs,
Thomas Kendall and John
Denham, also started five
underclassmen, including four
sophomores. The latter, Miller
says, was what made a
preseason prediction of his
team so difficult.
- "They knew they would be a _
good team," said Miller. "But
they, and I, didn't know how
good. We realized we had
some talent, but we also
realized the young kids were
going to have to produce.
"And when we beat Daviess
County, they knew they were
one of the best teams in the
state," Miller said.
Better, in fact, that all
except Shelby County. Led by
catcher Tracy Driver,
selected in the fifth round of
the baseball draft yesterday
by Detroit, the Rockets
defeated the Tigers 7-5 in the
Bruce Taylor is one of the underclassmen Murray High Coach Cary Miller is counting on for
next season.
COLT LEAGUE
The Braves' Ronnie Pace
no-hit the Tigers for a 14-0
triumph in the first game last
night, and the winners came
back to take a 10-inning 5-4
decision over the Giants in the
nightcap.
Pace shut down the Tigers
in the opener while his
teammates banged 12 hits,
including a 4-for-4 per-
formance by Robin Roberts.
Vic Marshall singled' hoThe
Mike Gougti in the 10th inning
to win the second game for the
Braves. Jimmy Bynum paced

























Bean 2 0 0
Herndon 1 0 0
Totals 19 0 0
Winning pitcher
Ronnie Pace
Braves 5 Gloats 4
ab r h ab r hr r T—R9quarth 4 0 1
4 1 3 smith 5 0.0
5 0 1 Herndon 4 2 1
•
McAlister 4 0 0 Hargrove 3
Roberls 3 0 0 M Smith 4
Gough 3 1 0 Ryan 4
M Merton Mont' ry 4
'4 0 0 Payne 4
Marshall 5 1 1 Lee 1
Pace 4 0 1 GaIT'tilZ11 3




Kelly Steeley pitched a
three-hitter to lead the Cards
over the Cubs_ while- in the
nightcap, the Reds blitzed the
Pirates 13-3.
Scott Adams -hammered a
double and triple, while John
Hassell, Steve Wells and
Steeley added doubles. Jeff
Clendenon doubled for the
Cubs.
Kyle Smith doubled for the
Pirates.
lards 9 flubs 5
ab r ii lib
Adams 4 2 3 Crawford 2
Kelso 4' 1 I 'Peebles 1
Cochran 3 3 I Amos 3
Hassell 3 0 I West 2
Wells 3 1 I Iamb 2
Bolen 3 0 I F'rescott 1
Steeley 3 1 1 Workman 2
R. Rogers 1 0 0 Hargis 2





















Kelly 4 0 0
Wells 4 1., 2
Brannan 3 - 1 1.
Stalls 3 0 0
Glavin 3 1 2
Smith 2 0 I
Walston 2 0 0
f Atto 2 0 0
Burkeen 1 0 0
rhincan 1 0 0 Hopson
Burke 1 0 0 Burke
Totals 26 3 6 Young 1 0
Winning pitcher Nelson 0
Alan McClard. Smith 1 0
KENTUCKY LEAGUE -----1541.18-14 8
The post son tournaments enabled Greg Tooley to break the Murray State career home
rip record. He finished with 26.
final.
Shelby County finished 27-3;
Murray High, 19-2.
''It's hard on the kids, the
coaches and the fans to come
so close and to lose," Miller
says. "But it's also a great
thrill for all of us to realize
that it's a tough road to get
there."
The road for Murray State
was difficult, especially after
the 'Breds had their first six
OVC games at home rained
out. And when Murray
dropped a doubleheader at
Morehead, the Eagles, on
their way to assuring the right
to host the post-season,
double-elimination tour-
nament, looked to be the best
bet.
But the 'Breds finished in a
flurry. They swept Western
Kentucky in a doubleheader to
sew up a berth in the tour-
nament and banish the
Hilltoppers' chances, thus
entering the tournament with
confidence.
Again, though, luck seemed
to be ainst them when the
The Cubs nipped tip Astros
8-7, and the Cards edged the
A's 10-9 in Kentucky League
games last night.
Chuck Baker, who struck
out 10 A's, was the winning
pitcher for the Cards, while
Mike Garland rapped a double




Doohn 1 0 0 McDowell 4
Olsen 0 1 Outland 20
9 9 Adams 1 0 1 Bailey 2








































Caldwell 4 0 1
Ranh 3 1 1
Totals 3 1 1




The Cards edged the Twins
17-16, and the Braves beat the
Pirates 16-11 in action last
night.
Robert Jones slammed a
double and a homer to lead the
Cards, and Alan Mazzell and
Tim Armstrong added three
hits each. Steve Carroll and
Jason Sammons picked up two
hits each for the 'Nils. and
Tommy Vance tripled.
James Payne slammed two
homers and a double to pace
the Braves, and Greg Lassiter
and James Payne finished
with three hits. Jimmy Hill,
Chris Dtll and Jonathan -








• Big disposable bag
• 4-on-the-floor carpet shift
tournament was postponed
two days because of rain and
reduced to a single-
elimination affair. That
shifted the emphasis of ,the
event from pitching, Murray
State's strength, to hitting,
Morehead's specialty.
A win over Austin Peay in
the first round and the shelling
of Morehead in its cozy home
park proved to Reagan that
his team, if not the most
talented he has had, was the
most determined.
"Just when one might think
they were down and out, this
team came back strong," said
Reagan. "Their will to win
was tremendous."
The will continued in the
upsets of Tulane and New
Orleans, two teams ranked in
the top 15 in the nation.
Afterwards, Reagan admitted
that. his team's showing may
have assured the OVC of its
automatic NCAA bid for the
next few years.
But while experience is R
plus during the season, it also
means players will be lost to
graduation — in Murray's
ease, third baseman Robin
Courtney, shorstop Steve
Sencibaugh, first baseman
Bill Wagoner, leftfielder Greg
Tooley, who broke the career
home run record he fuushed
with 261 and pitchers Rice.
Miller and Mark Biggins.
Reagan has expressed in-
terest in Murray High's two
mound aces — Taylor and
Gibbs — and has already
signed slugger Ronnie Scheer
of St. Mary High School in
Paducah. The 'Breds are also
after a highly-touted shortstop
from Massachusetts.
For Murray High's Miller,
though, recruiting is limited to
finding potential players not
already on the team. But with
only four regulars gone, he
can hope for at least a
measure of the success over
the past two seasons that has
netted. a5 wins and only five
losses.
"Baseball's a great sport in
that you don't have to be 6-6 or
weight 230 pounds to play and
be good at it," said Miller.
"We're lucky enough to have
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Mrs. Lillian Boggess, wife of
Tony Boggess of Murray
Route 2 who died in 1954, died
Tuesday at 11 p.m. at a
hospital in Manispique, Mich.
She was 95 years of age and a
member of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Mary Opal
Sabol, Seney, Mich.; three
brothers, Jack Andrews,
Sacramento, Calif., Alma
Andrews, Santa Rosa, Calif.,
and Elmer Andrews, Fort
Bragg, Calif.; brother-in-law
and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Dock Boggess of Murray
Route 3.
Mrs. Boggess is also sur-
vived-by-seven nieces-Alice-bar-busband, I FL_ ,Fm
ane., 
Parker, Elsie Brandon, and
Oma Jackson, Murray,
Geraldine Andrews and
Florine Van Dyke, Paris,
Tenn., Ruby Donelson,
Chicago, Ill:, and Louise
Wilson, Detroit, Mich.; 14
nephews-Olen, Alton, and J.
D. Garland, Elmo and
Hampton Boggess, James and
Johnny Brandon, Murray,
John Stanley Andrews,
Detroit, Mich., Tony Lee,
James, Keith, Harold, Tom,
and Joe Andrews, ,Paris,
Tenn. .
The funeral will be held
Friday at 10 a.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Elder Gary Collier
and Elder Fred Coltharp
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends . may call at the
funeral home after 12 noon
Thursday.
Mrs. Sue Evans Is




John Edward Hays, 78, died
Monday at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. He was a retired vice
president in charge of
operations and a director of
the Spinks Clay Company,
Paris.
Mr. Hays was a member of
the North Fork Baptist
Church. Born Feb. 6, 1901. in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Gid P. Hays
and Ella Edwards Hays.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Dimple Story Hays, to
whom he was married on Nov.
9, 192k, of 605 E.'"Wood Street,
Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Thelma Strosahl, Puryear,
Tenn.; four nephews-Charles
Paschall and Tommy. Jim,
and Dudley Hays.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. ,with
the Rev. James Phelps and
Melvin Doughty officiating.
Serving as pallbearers .are
Dudley and Jim Hays, Melvin
Doughty, Charles Paschall,
Tommy Story, and James
Kuykendall, Entombment will





Word has been received of
the death of R. M. Bergman of
233 Main Street, Irvine, who
, died Tuesday at 11 p.m. at the
Central Baptist Hospial,
Lexington.
Sit-vivars include his wife;
Mrs. Frances Hay Bergman,
Irvine; one son, James
Bergman, and four grand-
children, Pippa Passes; two
• sisters-in-law, Mrs. Ed
Filbeck, Murray, and Miss
Virginia Hay, Irvine; a niece,
Mrs. B. D. Hall, Murray.
The funeral services have
been scheduled at 10 a.m.
Friday at Irvine with burial to





County Jaycees will sponsor a
four-wheel drive, Jeep and
dune buggy drag race
Saturday, June 9 at the
Murray-Calloway County
fairgrounds. ,
The race will begin at 7:30
p.m. and all proceeds will be
donated to charitable
sorganizationS, a spokesman
Mrs. J. B. (Sue Atkins
Evans of 1411 Walnut, Benton,
died Tuesday at 10:10 a.m. at
the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton. Her death at the age
of 49 followed an extended
illness.
The deceased, a former
employee of Ashby Chair
Company, Benton, was a
member of the Church of
Christ at Ferndale, Mich., and
of the Benton Chapter of the
Order of the Eastern Star.
Born May 10, 1930, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of Clinton Atkins,
who survives, and the late
Gladys Mable oScarborough
Atkins.
Mrs. Evans is survived-by
Benton; one son, Ricky
Evans, and one grandson,
Ricky Evans, Jr., Centerline,
Mich.; her father, Clinton
Atkins, and one brother, Tc.c1
Atkins, Hardin; two sisters,
Mrs. Orville (Virginia)
Malone and Mrs. Al
(Kathrine) Lamorand,
Detroit, Mich.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with • Henry Hargis
officiating and Mark Pugh
directing the song service.
Burial will follow in the Green
Plain Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight (Wednesday (,
Oda T. Barnes Dies
At Benton Hospital
Oda T. Barnes died Monday
at 9 p.m. at the Marshall
County HoSpital. The
deceased was 74 years of age
and a resident of Benton.
Survivors include two
sisters, Mrs. Eva Bowman,
Benton, and Mrs. Rhoda
Holland, Dexter; one brother,
Tonnie Barnes, Smithland;




The Smith Funeral Home of
Smithland is in charge of the
funeral and burial
arrangements. Friends may




• Rex Broach, formerly of
Calloway County, died
Tuesday at 5 a.m. at the
Youngstown Hospital,
Youngstown, Ohio. He was 61
years of age and a resident of
Newton Falls, Ohio.
The deceased was a retired
employee of a steel mill in
Warren, Ohio. Born Nov. 6,
1917, he was the son of the late
011ie T. Broach and Izetta
Crouch Broach.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ann Broach, three
daughters, Patty, Nancy, and
Barbara, and five grand-
children, all of Newton Falls,
Ohio; three brothers, Ray,
Fred, and Kenton Broach, all
of Murray Route 1, Coldwater
community.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 10 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church, Newton
Falls, Ohio, with burial to





There will be a concrete
pour on the, Cairo Wickliffe
bridge from 8:30 a.m.
Thursday, June 7, to 8:30 a.m.
Friday, June 8, according to a
spokesman from the Kentucky
--Bureau of Highways.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
June 4, 1979
, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act MO Est 350 Barrows &
Gilts $1.0041 50 lower Sows mostly $200
lower








US 1-2 770-350 lte
US 1-3 MO-450 lbs
US 1-3 45040011.
US 1-3 450-600 Its
US 1-3500-650 lb.














Cindy Holzschuh of 
Murray tries the fine art of
quilting at the Western 
Rivers workshop held at Bran-
don Spring Group Cam
p in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes recently. Special 
weekends are a frequent part
of the programming at 
L131. and additional information
can be  obtained by writ
ing or calling TVA Land Bet-
WOO- the-tikes, 2Pfev-rev
i7-P-0.-Box 27, Golden Pond,
Kentucky 42231, telephone 
502-924-5602
(TVA Photo by Darryl Armstrong)
Fund Started To Help
Pay Hospital Expenses
Friends of Randy Peeler, 14
year old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leland Peeler of Murray
Route 8, have started a special
fund to assist in his hospital
expenses.
Randy was stricken ill in
February with hydro-
cephalus, fluid on the brain.
He, has undergone five
operations at Jackson, Tenn.,
one operation at Murray, and
is today undergoing another
operation at Baptist Memorial
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. He
is a student at. East Calloway
Elementary School.
His father, Leland, is em-
ployed at the Calloway County
Lumber Company, and is song
director at the Olive Baptist
Church and is song leader for
the Blood River Baptist
Association. He and his wife,





One of the nation's top farm
lobbyist will be in West
Kentucky Thursday night
(June 71 to address a Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau News
seminar at Gilbertsville.
Vernie Glasson, national
affairs director in the
American Farm Bureau's
Washington D. C. office, will
Join Kentucky Farm Bureau
president Ray Mackey at II*
gathering. Managers of area
newspapers, radio and
television stations have been
invited to attend.
Glasson will discuss the
statuts of several current
natinal farm issues, including
4ax breaks for alcohol fuel,
federal anti-tobacco ac-
tivities, efforts to limit the use
of important farm chemicals
and food addititives and the
intensified drive to limit
federal spending. -He and
Mackey will field questions
from the news personnel to
wind up the seminar.
As an added highlight to the
program, the 1979 winner of
Kentucky Farm Bureau's
communication award to a
writer will be honorell by the
organization. The award,
which consists of a plaque and
8200, is given annually to a
newspaper or magazine




Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,





Ashland 00  42% •'.
American Telephone  57% unc
Bonanza 
Chrysler .... unc
Ford Motor 42% unc
GAF. 10's unc
General Care 74 -%
General Dynamics 211411
General Motors .59 4-41





Penn wall .. 32 +
Quaker Oats rov +14
Tappan ... 10% -448
Texaco MN +V
.
Wal-Mart  25% +%
Wendy, 11P14B17,•4A
Randy Peeler
Donations for Randy may be
left at the Bank of Murray or,
Peoples Bank, Murray.•
Various churches in the area
‘ill also take donations, a
spokesman said.
THE REV. CARL
KELLEHER will be guest
speaker at the services tonight
(Wednesday) at the Trinity
Christian Church, North 12th
and Olive Streets, Murray.
The speaker, sou of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Mansker of
Murray and grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Holt, Sr., of
Dexter Route 1, is a graduate
of Calloway County High
School and is a student at the
Springfield Central Bible
College. Springfield, NM. The




Estimated receipts cattle are
feeders 70 pen-emit, slaught,
heifers untested. slaughter
lower, most decline on ut.ht
mercia I. theme 3 00-5 00 'owe-
days trading, demand light
declining meat trade. 1,
slaughter calves and yeas,
lower, limited feeder offer- .
1.00 lower,
Slaughter steers standar •
1165 lb 6040; slaughter ra •
and few commercial 3-6 46 s .
dressing individuals 54 00-5A
47 00-54 00, canner 4260-47 •
bulls yield grade 1 1680 lb
carcass boning percent 69 5,
1-2 1000-1530 lb indicating
64 004'7 25: slaughter.calaws sev a
choice 175-300 lb vealers 111Pri •
choice 300-440 lb calves 78 00-8: to ,
steers few choice 350-450 lb 69 .
800-835 lb 75 00-83 00. mused 104d
choice 400-485 lb 81 00.17W SIC •.•‘
75.00-7700. good 400820 ii,M
heifers few choice 490450 A
ferings 64 75-73 25. package ,
7500; misted good and chr,,,, ,
7300-78.40, good 400-715 lb R.1 01).
Hogs 1500, Includes 1000 feed.
barrnws and gilts 1 013 lower. (:‘,
lb 41 35-41 50; No 2255-255 ii 40454.
225-240 lb 40 70-40 95. 2-3 24, ,
4070, No 3 210-340 lb 39
steady to 50 lower, these • ,
than early Tuesday, US 1-2 40045)-
33 00, 450430 lb 33 00-34 00 /1" fr.
34 33. 2-3 320-400 lb 31 00-34 10 bruit,
300 lb moat] 32 7544 00,
Highway 641
South, Murray
...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
ATLANTA (AP) - Declines
in the rate of some major birth
defects may indicate that
fears of widespread defor-
mities caused by chemicals
and radiation are "much ado
about nothing," says a
national Center for Disease
Control researcher.
A new CDC study shows that
the incidence of two of die
most common birth defects -
open head and open spine -
declined measurably from
1970-71 to 1976-77, officials say.
Rates of anencephaly, or
open head, declined 5.4 per-
cent, and spina bifida, or open
spine, dropped 6.7 percent.
Dr. Godfrey Oakley, chief of
the CDC's birth defects
branch, said in an interview
that while the figures do not
dispel fears of defects caused
by chemicals and low-level
radiation, they do show that
the fears of mass deformities
are generally groundless.
Polish Students Play Hooky
To See Pope John II Today
By STEPHEN H. MILLER
Associated Press Writer
CZESTOCHOWA, - Poland
I AP) - Thousands of Polish
school children played hooky
today to see Pope John Paul
)1, hoarse but still singing, at
an outdoor Mass.
"People say that if you want
to sing you have to have a
voice," the red-robed pontiff
toltyet another crowd of
about 500,000 beneath the
walls of Jasna Gora
Monastery, Poland's holiest
Catholic shrine.
"But I think it's vice-
versa," he said.
The Mass was the Polish
pope's third appearance in 15
hours.
Poles attending the Mass
said that although it was
called a service for the clergy,
it was intended for young
people.
They said there had been
unsuccessful efforts to have
children excused from school,
so many children simply did
not attend classes.
-From Czestochow the pope
goes home today to Krakow,
the ancient Polish capithl he
served as archbishop before
his election to the throne of St:
Peter.
The pope's schedule Called
for evening prayer services in
Wawel Cathedral in the hilltop
fortress overlooking the 1,000-
year-old city 120 miles south of
Warsaw, Poland's present
capital.
The pontiff arrives after
four crowded days of
speeches, Masses, prayers
and throngs during which he
has hailed the devotion and
unity of Eastern Europe's
Roman Catholics and
demanded full freedoms for
the 30 million members of the
church in Poland, the same
line he took when he was
Archbishop Karol Wojtyla.
On Tuesday, in his strongest
statement yet, he challenged
the Polish government to
respect "the cause of fun-
damental human rights, in-
Cluding religieuslIberty.`" —
He said if the government
did so, there can be an
-authentic dialogue" between
church and state, even though
the beliefs of Christians are
"diametrically opposed" to
those of tonununists.
The pope delivered his
address to a closed meeting of
Poland's 70 bishops at the
nation's holiest Catholic
shrine, the- Jasna Gore
Monastery in Czestochowa.
He celebrated Mass there
for 5,000 nuns, gave a noon
blessing to more than 300,000
pilgrams on the green hillside
below the monastery and said
a late-afternoon Mass for
thousands of miners and
factory workers from Upper
The Vatican spokesman, the
Rev. Romeo Panciroli, said so
far the pontiff was "fully
satisfied" with his visit, which
began Saturday and ends
Sunday.
Panciroli admitted that the
59-year-old pope feels fatigued
at the end of each day's ac-
tivities but sleeps well and
recovers his strength quickly.
He said the pope usually
gets up at 6:30 a.m., the same
time he has gotten up at the
Vatican since his election in
October, and that his day
doesn't end until nearly 11
p.m. - more than 16 hours
later.
Five or six events are
scheduled each day, usually
starting with an early Mass.
But the pope frequently ex-
tends his meetings an hour or
more than the, Schedule calls
for because he gets carried
away greeting his fellow Poles
and lingers to _chat or loin
them in Polish folksongs.
They cheered "Sto 1st! Sto
1st!" - "May he live 100
years!" - just as the crowds
have done at each of his stops.
And as the pope has done
before, he continued to ex-
press solidarity with fellow
Slays in communist lands.
Noting the presence of
pilgrims from Czechslovakia
and Lithuania in the crowd at
Czestochowa, he remarked:
"I don't know how they did it,
but they got here."
Appointed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API -
Appointments to three state
transportation planning
positions have been an-
nounced by Transportation
Secretary Calvin Grayson.
Don C. Kelley was named
chief of the office of tran-
sportation planning; Henry
Bennett will be assistant
transportation planning
engineer, and Donald Ecton
was named director of the
systems planning division.
Kelly, a Madisonville
native, succeeds E. B. Gaither
Jr., who retired. Bennett is a
native of Owensboro and






all 138 of the jetliners flown Ly
the nation's airlines.
The action was taken after
new cracks were found in
engine mounts en two of the
widebodiect jets that had been
inspected and cleared earlier,
said FAA spokesman Jerry
Doolittle.
Jerry Lavey, another FAA
spokesman, said it was not
known how long the DC-10
fleet would be out of service.
Doolittle said the grounding
order came in the form of an
emer-gency suspension of the
DC-10's design certificate,
which is required before a
type of airplane is given an
airworthiness certificate.
Special inspections of the
DC-10's engine mounts came
after an American Airlines
.DC-I0 lost an engine and
crashed -In Chicago May 25,
killing 272 persons aboard the
jet and three on the ground. It
was the nation's worst air
disaster.
KRAKOW, Poland .4AP) -
Pope John Paul H comes
home today to the ancient
Polish capital he served as
archbishop before his election
to the throne of St. Peter.
The pontiff arrives after
four crowded days of
speeches, Masses, 'Prayers
and throngs during which he
has hailed the devotion and
unity of Eastern Europe's
Roman Catholics and
demanded full freedoms for
the 30 million members of the
church in Poland, the same
line he took when he was
Archbishop Karol Wojtyla. .
On Tuesday, in his strongest
statement yet, he challenged
the Polish government to
respect "the cause of fun-
damental human rights, in-
cluding religious liberty."
He said if the government
did so, there . can be an
"authentic dialogue" between
church and state, even though
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Finds Life Is Not Easy
By ALAN ROBINSON
Associated Press Writer
FRIENDLY, W.Va. (AP) —
Being mayor of a town with
only 190 residents would seem
Like an easy way to make a
living.
But Geneva Cumbridge, the
mayor of Fnendly, says
nobody would believe how
complex her problems are.
"I'd never dreammed I'd
get so much publicity, that
there would be so much
controversy," said Mrs.
Cumbridge, who has shared
the duel role of mayor and
recorder of the Tyler County
town since last October.
In her eight-month span in
office, Mrs. Cumbridge has
seen a policeman and a police
judge hired and fired, a battle
over whether the community
has a charter from the state
Legislature and a stormy
nominatingg convention for
town officers that saw her
leave in tears.
Al! this, she says, has been
aided by what she calls bad
publicity from the local news
media.
"They just want to sen-
sationalize the news, to sell
papers," she claims.
Mrs. Cumbridge said being
mayor isn't easy job because
theatillilary of $300 a month
means she can work in her
office only three days a week.
addition, the communitf
has the reputation of being
host to one of West Virginia's
most persistent speed traps. .
But most of the town's
troubles, she claims, havven't
been brought about by out-
siders, but are the result of in-
fighting.
She claims some people in
Friendly have been ... well,
less than friendly.
"In a town like this,
everybody thinks they're
important, and they are," she
said. "Just about everybody
who wants to be mayor has
been ... the job keeps getting
passed around. That's not bad,
_Oat it creates a lot of
problems."
Friendly will find out
Tuesday who its mayor will be
when the biannual town
election is held. Because a
recent nominating convention
ended in a shouting and
bickering match, according to
several persons present, there
are no candidates on the
election ballot. In order to win
election to a full term, Mrs.
Cumbridge will have to win on
a write-in vote.
She admits she is uncertain
about the prospects of another
term in office, because of the
problems she has encountered
in less than a year on the job.
Shortly after she took office,
when former mayor Harry
Thorne resigned, one full-time
and one part-time policemen
were hired to patrol the town
eight hours a day, seven days
a week. Although Mrs.
Cumbridge claims this affords
the community's residents
only minimal police protec-
tion, the hirings caused a
storm of protest from persons
arrested for speeding
violations.
Several months ago, one of
the policemen and the police
Ire . -101.
Cumbridge „claims the
policeman was trying to hide
from the view of passing
motorists, which she says left
the town with a bad image.
The police judge, she said,
was handing out too many
warnings.
In addition, Mrs. Cumbridge
said the local newspaper, the
Tyler Star-News, has printed
stories and letters to the editor
about the speed trap. These
letters and stories, in turn, she




she said. "It makes it tough to
do the job. I can spend the
time and make sure things are
rim right ... I think the people
should be glad they've got
somebody who wants to do the
job.
If we had done somethi
illegal here, I'd see why tfle
papers and the people are all
worked up, but! can't."
She also can't understand
why the nominating con-
vention for the town's election
became so heated. Sol,
residents became upset at
meeting when the mayor
showed them court documents
nearly a century old proving
Friendly does not have a
charter from the state, as
many people thought, but
instead has papers issued by
the local circuit court.
"I thought I was doing
everybody ,a favor by
researching this, but! guess I
was wrong," she said.
She said that she doesn't
know if she will be sad or
happy if she would be elected
to a full in office.
"It w6uld'Il. atter me if I won
for mayor, because I'd think
someone was trying to tell me
I was doing a good job," she
said. But I'm almost to the
point I wish they wouldn't.
just can't take this
publicity."
You get:
• plenty of deep fried clams • french fries • col, slaw
• cocktail sauce • 1 Southern style hush puppfes
Reg. $5.58
Offer Good Wednesday IL Thursday





Buy One, Get One Free
Clam Cimne. s 2 7st • .,np FREEColon., of, Q,Petpr1 at !.me
Goad Only Wed It Thal. Offer Fspiren June 7, 1/79
4-H DEMONSTRATIONS — Participants at the Calloway County 4-H Demonstrationscontest were back row, left to right, Leigh Ann Steely, Superstars 4-H Club, arts andraVs—hiiiipioniStrcah Ed ncark Coop—e—T,Sisperstars ark heath-1+a m-pion, front row, left to right, Michelle and Jennifer Jarrett, East Winners 4-H Club, blueribbon, arts and crafts.
Song Dedicated To Wayne
HOLLYWOOD (AP) —
Songs around the campfire
are part of the tradition of the
Old West but some of the 50
screen cowboys gathering for
a television production want to
dedicate their melodies to
another American tradition —
John Wayne.
Wayne, hospitalized with
cancer, will be saluted in song
on an ABC jorevision special
tonight called "When the West
Was Fun." The 'screen
cowboys requested that the
show's final number be
Life Of Confederate
Jefferson Davis Is Told
Jefferson Davis, who
became the only President of
the Confederate States of
America, was born June 3,
1808, in the fertile countryside
of southwestern Kentucky. In
the years that followed, the
rural,conununity of Fairview,
in Todd County, grew up
around the birthplace and has
since proudly claimed it as its
own.
Davis's family left the home
during his infancy and moved
to Mississippi, but the young
Davis was to continue, by way
of his educational pursuits, his
association with Kentucky.
Davis's father packed him up
at the age of seven and sent





Lexington for three years
before securing an ap-
pointment to West Point
Military Academy in 1824.
Following alkilitary career
in which he 'earned acclaim
for heroism in the Mexican
War, Davis was appointed a
United States Senator from
Mississippi in 1847. From the
outset, he was a vigorous
proponent of state's' rights
and, therefore, was also
supportive of secession from a
Union whose authority would
override them. In 1861 Senator
Davis announced
Mississippi's secession from
the Union and several months
later was elected President of
the Confederacy.
Today, the Jefferson Davis
Monument, completed in 1924,
towers 351 feet above the
la ndscar*-and- was built for a-
cost of about $200,000, most of
which was raised through the
efforts of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy.
It is the tallest concrete-cast
obelisk in the world.
The shrine is open year
round and draws hundreds of
visitors in warm weather to
enjoy its outdoor facilities. A
large picnic shelter, tables
and grills, and a playground




features an elevator which
carries visitors to the ob-
servation room high atop the
structure. There is a charge
for the ride. CAt.present, the
monument is being renovated
and is closed for visitatiOn,
though the rest of the park is
open.) A -park gift shop offers
handcrafted souvenirs and
Kentucky artist prints, and
concessions are available in
an adjoining snack area.
Each summer, on the date
of Davis's birth, a birthday
celebration is held on the
shrine groundsa the 1979
celebration being particularly
significant in that Jefferson
Davis's civil +rights as an
American were rettOred only
Last year following special
vlegislatitri in the United States
Congress.
On his last visit to the state,
in 1886, Davis spoke of Ken-
tucky while dedicating the
Baptist Church at Fairview,
built on his birthsite:
"I left this place during my
infancy and, after an absence
of many years, revisited it on
a previous occasion. On both
of these visits, I felt like
saying, 'This is my own, my
native land' ."
The Jefferson Davis
Monument State Shrine is in
Fairview, 10 miles east of
Hopkinsville, on Highway US-
68 dr Ky-80.
dedicated to Wayne, said
producer Brad Marks.
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans
and the Sons of the Pioneers
will sing while the cowboys
gather around a campfire. A
picture of Wayne, a veteran of
scores of movie westerns, will
be superimposed over the
scene.
Wayne is hospitalized with
cancer at the UCLA Medical
Center, where officials
reported Monday that his
condition is stable.
4-H SPEECH — Participants at the Calloway County 4-H Speech contest were left toright, Michelle Jarrett, East Winners 4-H Club, champion 12-year-old girls; David Grady,Stella Stars 4-H Club champion 12-year-old boys; Mark Baize!, Stella Stars 4-H Clubblue 12-year-old boys; Alan Jones, East Winners 4-H Club champion 10-year-old boys.Calloway County champions will remsent the county at area competition.
Murray Ledger & Times
Section B — Page One
"Remember how nervous I used to be?
Not anymoN, since I switched to
SANKA Brand and cut out eaffein."
If you're one of th,,, people who love
coffee, but can't caffein, we
have a suggestion. .* N KA " Brand
Decaffeinate41 ''•
97(4 caffein 1.tve, but 100(4 real
coffee. So yottget full, rich coffee flavor
without gettinR 1),:y% ...us and tense.
• We figure that sutt ling back with a
good clip fir citffee ,•Iiould be the best
Part of your dav,$.\nl with
SANKA". Brand, ii .airbo,
Because it's the II H r ' real
c4'flee that lets "
r best. • 
'orporation 1979
Wednesday, June 6,1979
"That's right, Carol, SANKA!' Brand
is 97% caffein-free. And it's 100% real
coffee'
Freeze-Dried, Ground or Instant
Rool C*14€'
yaleo la, *Ovate, p,ah,tut(.0 tatel
strIcted h'3V• • ' a
4ne S . 'ouprr
re19,42.191.
• 
GENERAL FOODS CORPORATiON Ono Ein,11 UPI, 31 IS',
019 NO 11/11 OM NB IMO OM MI OM UM MI Nil MIMI MI nil NIB MINIM MIME =a nail=
I HE Nil RR , I%) LEDGEH ednesda% June 6, 19-7



















PRICES GOOD JUNE 6 THROUGH JUNE 12Th
1 LI3*'. BAG $1 99
320Z.89c
/ER NORTHSIDE6-10 Mon.-Thur.
6-12 Fri., 6-10 Sat.
Closed Sunday




PORK BACK RIBS LB.$1 19
LOIN END PORK
LOIN ROAST LB:$1 29
BONELESS SLICED PORK
TENDERLOIN   LB. $ 99
59





MEAL 5 LB. 79c








AMILY PAK BONELESS BOTTOM
OUND STEAK LB. $219
AMILY PAK BONELESS EYE-0
OUND STEAK LB. $239
LIPTON INSTANT
TEA - 30Z. $1.9.9
LIPTON




HALVES OR SLICES 21/2 SIZE CAN 59'
IGA FROZEN
ORANGE JUICE 1201. 69c
PET RITZ FROZEN





















REELFOOT 12 OZ. VAC PAC
SLICED
BACON
FAN. PAK THIN SLICED BREAKFAST
STEAK  LB.
OSCAR MAYER 6 OZ. SLICED
COOKED HAM
OSCAR MAYER 111Z. SLICED
A - BONELESS BOTTOM
)2" ROUND ROAST  $219
 PKG. $1 19
P&P LOAF PKG. 99c
nuns 3 Lt. CANNED
HAMS EA. $599
OSCAR MAYER $ OZ. SLICED
LIVER CHEESE PKG. 99c
16A-011E. POUND SLICED
LUNCH MEATS L.. $139
BONELESS NEEL-0-11041111 POT $4 
Oa ARMOUR 401.SLICED A A A

























LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
The Louisville Gas & Electric 
thCo. says e rate increase it
received last week from the
state Energy Regulatory
Commission will provide $8
million less in annual
revenues than the amount
calculated by the commission.
Last Friday, the corn-
mission granted LG&E in-




Electric has calculated that
electric rates and $4.3 milhqn
in gag rates.
the rates prescribed by the
commission for electricity will
, - -
However, "Louisville Gas &
-
produce approximately $8
million ,less than the com-
mission has calculated," ,the






LG&E, said the company will
present its findings to the
commission and will, if
necesAary, submit -a petition
statement- sard-.— -
, 
for a limited rehearing on the
petition would be required for
consider LG&E'S claim.
issue.
Richard Heman said such a
the commission to formally
as approved Friday, the
Commission spokesman
Meanwhile, LG&E has






Murray State University to
assist freshmen and transfer
students in making the
transition to life on the
campus will consist of four
separate sessions this sum-
mer.
Pete Lancaster, program
director, said the schedule this
year, the sixth for the
program, includes two-day
sessions on the following
dates: Wednesday and
Thursday, June 13-14; and
Saturday and Sunday, June 23-
24, ,luly 14-15, and July 21-22.
-- Students must complete the
admissions procedure before
they can attend a Summer
Orientation session. Any
student who wishes to attend
and has not applied for ad-'
mission may get information
by calling (502) 762-6831.
-While these students are on
the campus, they will register
for fall classes, meet ad-
ministrators and represen-
tatives of academic depart-
ments, consult with' faculty
advisers, talk to student
leaders, and get the feel for
the social side of college life,"
Lancaster explained.
He said the orientation
program is designed to
familiarize both students and
parents with the campus and
to eliminate many of the
problems new students may
encounter when they first





migratory birds returned to
their nesting places in the
spring after spending the
winter on the moon.
1 MISS YOUR PAPER?Sat/Arrears who have notreceived their home deliveredcopy of The Murray ledger &rille•11 by S 30 p in MondayFriday or by .330 pm onSaturdays ore urged to roll753 14)6 betrietra 5.30 p mand 6 p re Monday-Friday, or330 p.m. and 4 p.m. Iwo,days, to ins..'. delivery of thenewspaper Calls mtnt b.placed by 6 p.m. wealiboys or4 p.m. Satardoys to guaranteedeliritry,
fall
"Since we believe that
students can relate more
effectively to students," he
added, "the program will be
implemented from beginning
to end by 20 Murray State
students who have been
specially selected and trained
as student counselors."
A spetial feature of each
orientation session will be a
complete program for parents
to help them better un-
derstand the adjustments
their sons and daughters will
be making and to answer their
questions.
Participating students will
be charged ;15 for a two-day
session. Parents will be
charged only for housing and
meals if they stay on the
campus.
About 1,200 students par-
ticipated in the Summer
Orientation Program in 1978.
Anyone who desires ad-
ditiOnal information or has a
question about Summer
Orientation may call the office
of the vice-president for
student development at 1502
762-6831.
- invention Of Cancelled Flight
STUDENT CHEMISTRY
MEETING PARTICIPANT —
Mary Stelzer of Murray State
University was among 13
students from area colleges
and universities to present
research papers at the
recent Area Collegiate
Chemistry Meeting at The
University of Tennessee at
Martin. The annual meeting
was sponsored by the UT
Martin Student Affiliates of
the American Chemical
Society. Stelzer's paper was
entitled "Preliminary Studies






Flack From Both Sides






At a hearing Monday, en-
vironmentalists said that,
under the proposed standards,
the state's waters would be
classified at the lowest
category applicable within
federal guidelines.
"Kentucky's waters will be




Ralph Madison of the
Kentucky .Audubon Society
added that the proposed
,regulations "maintain
mandated pollution. There
would be no incentive for
dischargers and no stimulus




Commission to reject the plan
and suggested the state adopt
federal guidelines for water
quality.
Under the proposed
regulations, a body of water
can be reclassified only after
the application is reviewed by
the state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection
and other organizations within
the immediate area.
Certain waters such as
Kentucky's wild rivers would
have an automatic_ higher
classification , because they
are unique. •
Robert Gable, ' board
chairman of Stearns Coal and
Lumber Co., said the ultimate
determination of whether a
body of water should be
reclassified "will be left to the
whim of the administrators."
An environmental
representative from Ashland
Oil Co. also said every mine in
the state with discharges
would have to apply for
reclassification and that
exceptions would be allowed
only after a rigorous battle
through the bureaucracy.
The state Division of Water
Quality held a series of
statewide meetings last month
to inform the public about the
proposed regulations and their
effect.
The division will accept
written comments on -the
regulations until June 14. Then






Examinations (NTE) will be
-given at -Murray Stale
University on Saturday. July
21.
Scores of the examinations
are used by states for cer-
tification of teachers, by
school systems for selection
and identification of leader-




which . prepares and ad-
ministers the tests, indicates
they are designed to measure
knowledge gained from
professional and general
education and in TI --subject-
matter fields.
The deadline for
registration is June 28. On-the-






EFFECTIVE MAY 111th, 1979
Residents of Murray and Calloway County may dump
residential, garbage fres of charge at the city owned
landfill IF:
gib). There is s city sticker ON the VEHICLE or
2. The resident has a current city sticker receipt
with their drivers license.
THERE WILL BE A CHANGE TO ALL INDIVIDUALS DUM-
PING CONSTRUCTION MATERIAL OR TIRES AT TNE
CITY OWNED LANDFILL.
Haulers for hire will be considered Commercial
customers regardless of the material being dumped
and will be charged.
Approved by the Public Works Committee of the City
of Murray Common Council May 18, 1079.
may be obtained from Dr. Bill
Allbritten, Director, Coun-
seling and Testing Center,
Ordway Hall, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, or directly from
N-a-t io n a 1 Teacher
Examinations, Educational
Testing Service. Box 911,





Vikas Sandu of Murray State
University was among 13
students from area colleges
and universities to present
research papers at the
recent Area Collegiate
Chemistry Meeting at The
University of Tennessee at
Martin. The annual meeting
was sponsored by the UT
Martin Student Affiliates of
the American Chemical
Society. Sandu's paper was
entitled "Protein-Fatty Acid
Reactions and Swfactants."
Airlines Find Solace For Scared Flyers
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
MEMPHIS, Tenn. AP) -
The airlines have come up
with the greatest solace to the
white knuckle flyer since the
invention of the canceled
flight.
They will now pay you to go
away, put cold cash in your
clammy hand for not flying
with them. •
I witnessed this benificence
to the chicken-hearted while
sitting in a New York-bound
plane waiting at the gate in
Memphis for what turned out
to be too many more
customers.
• "We have a slight over-
booking problem," the
stewardess came on the horn.
-Would anyone on board be
willing to take a later flight
and receive a payment of
$125 for the inconvenience?"
Her voice echoed with the
ring of sincerity and crystal-
clear logic that airline folk use
when they tell you "Flight 745
to Atlanta has been delayed
because of the late arrival of
the aircraft."
Thunder rumbled over the
terminal and neon chevrons of
lightning slashed the dark sky
over the control tower,
Two nervous ladies across
the aisle extracted their
shopping bags from beneath
the seat and headed for the
pay window. They were flying
at seMor citizens' rates and
would no doubt be traveling
almost for free and in better
weather on the later flight,
although the stu coyly avoided
saying when that would be.
With a kitty of $250 to play
with, the old gals probably
would be stiff as minks on
martinis in the cocktail lounge
by the time the next New
York flight was called. Not
getting there can be more than
half the fun, if someone else is
paying.
A soldier in the seat next to
me elected to go for the
money, too. Maybe he was
traveling gratis on Uncle
Sam's orders or at the reduced
military rate.
Three students wearing T-
shirts that said "Tight End,
Polish Javelin Team" joined
the exodus up the aisle and
even asked the agent at the
gate for directions to the bus
station.
"What the hell," said the
salesman-type in the seat
ahead, slinging his garment
bag over his shoulder, "I'm
not due in the office until noon
Monday. Let's see what
swings on a Saturday night in
Memphis."
Then someone at the
counter cut off the cash flow.
The same day, they were
offering ;50 not to go to Dallas,
$75 not to go to Baton Rouge
and $150 not to go to
Philadelphia, which struck me
as getting pretty close to my
price where Philly is con-
cerned. In fact, there are a
number of cities - chief
arnmong them Belfast and
East Berlin - that 1 will
gladly not go to for free.
It turns out, however, that
the destination doesn't have
much to do with how much the
airline will pay you not to, gt,
there on any given flight.
American Airlines, which
over a year ago pioneered this
voluntary get-lost scheme that
has since been copied by a
number of competitors, bases
its payments on how badly the
computer has fouled up and
the belligerence of the crowds
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"Faster to your headache




Your Pharmacist at SAV-rite
is a Specialist, Experienced
and Carefully Trained to Fill
Your Prescriptions Effectively


















16 Oz. Shampoos & Conditioners



































COST CUTTER COUPON 1C.T. CO'7 CUTTER COUPON
I OFF C WORTH 20  i i= 
$200 off
I BRYAN JUICY
I JUMBO FRANKS g i GLENDALE NAM_ .0,,,,,., = = woMl.th.s couporIM
= Et cares June ' 2,- = .. 
.. Eepures June 12,a
... ElTaces J





Each of Amite advertised items is regained to be rosily amiable for is
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted it this ad. if we dorm
out of an advertised item, we will offer you your choice of a co.upsle
item, when available, reflecting the same savings er a raild Mich
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days.
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:4 E BONELESS WORTH 20' OFF :24-_. _
I FLAT BRISKET
$189











••• 'oword the purchase 04
3n8oz pkg. c4
BRYAN SLICED










FLORIDA WHOLE 20 LIE AVG.
Ripe Watermelon $299
CALIFORNIA FRESH 00
FOR IIDriscoll Avocados a 
FANCY FLORIDA YELLOW OR WHITE IN THE HUSK"
CSTRAWBERRIES/swe
































$ 1 4 9te








We have a large selection of
meats, cheeses and salads. Keep
cool and save energy and let the
deli prepare the picnic for you.
.7.•41‘ v. V I ry
•-•
Southern Style Family PakC






























IN-STORE BARED GOLDEN 11141DID










That's what you get In the Kroger Meat 
Department. Want
a special cut not found In our meat cases? Want to know
this week's best meat values? Want to know how much
meat it takes fa serve how many? Our meat people will
help you- or find the answers - If you want them to.












*Freshly oomplet, Holm poee wItb Ice Ye wise tertoimere
ollmobod direct*/ to Imre from nimble loot Coot fisitorIos
•A I y lobtaitd spaces.. *Opole-doted for rass•rod











. 0, Ii( WHOL r.,1 I I
Tltis Week's Super Hero
• BATMAN
GLASS
Hilt A PfrO FoP
59c
AND KEEP THE GIASSI
II
pant • - • 111IQ
!WORTH $2.00 OFF:-
foword the purchase of
DELICATESSEN
PARTY TRAY
2 ern Mos rout:parr twto ene

































































$ 1 6 9
98'
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s Bond-Aid Brand 
COST CU1TIR COUPON
Assorted Shades
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 3 .6,.$100CTNS I
U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Kroger „
LARGE
EGGS
*Ann IULSII7 'AA LARGE EGGS boz 69'
KROGER INDIVICNIALL T WRAPPED SLICED
29 Variety Pack Cheese 12x $141
UOGh
9" Cottage Cheese 2 1 24$ 1 ° 9
ASSORTED FLAVORS
9' Old World Yogurt OZTUB
C 69 Skim Milk 
KROGER
69 Sour Cream Dips -  2
Ots









KROGER CO/SAVE UTTER COUPON
CHUNK LIGHT, IN OIL 
269STAR-KIST.TUNA 61/ oz.cano__









Soft Margarine ITL:. 65',
MtOGER TEXAS STYLI
Buttermilk Biscuits
KROGER INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED SLKED
402.S 1 00
CANS








Lemon Juice 7 1/4 OZ 66 4 CAN
110641
Sliced Strawberries 1E02.PEG. 69'
KROGER PROM
Whipped Topping 2 oz. MK • 01)4
Easy Dinners P16.1 3 9
KROGER NATURAL FLAVOR
Ice Cream 1/2 GAL 1 79cm
Glaz
110641 
ed Donuts 1.0z. 9:PIG 10
KAMSCO













Hot Dog Buns 3
KROGER M.
Sandwich Buns 3
Brown & Serve Rolls 3
lUtOGER
Country Style Rolls 2
COUNTRY OVEN
Apple Topped bolls 

























tcilAci Broom  EACH $Gold  2 9 9
4.IG 1.A 1 29
$117
















Captain Crunch $ 1 1'
SCOTT
Family Napkins..!" pa: 75'
L/04110


















































 IS OZ. CAN 534





















































































KM BONNET WIIIPPED MCI 
69`-Margarine 67c
KRAFT 
1 e. JOA2 $ 1 9 3 $191Cheese Whiz:.....
KROGER FROM




















Scott Towels ... 
PILLSIURY
99'
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Increased Teen Smoking May
Boost Burley Leaf Industry
OWENSBORO, Ky. AP) -
Increased smoking by
teenagers likely will boost the
burley tobacco industry, while
state taxes on cigarettes will
continue to be the industry's
most serious threat,
warehousemen were told by
specialists at a three-day
conference here.
Ira Massey, a tobacco
specialist at the University of
Kentucky, told about 50
members of the Burley
Aucclion Warehouse
Asgociation Tuesday that
more than 1 million teenagers
in the nation started smoking
last year.
He also told the eight-state
association of warehousemen,
which was concluding its
convention, that despite rain
and cool weather that made
the current planting season
one of the most dastardly in a
long time," farmers had had
some success and "there is
more tobacco out there than
you think."
Also speaking was John
Cyrus, chief of the Office of
Tobacco Affairs of the North
Carolina Department of
Agriculture, who said state
cigarette taxes 'are currently
the biggest threat to the
tobacco industry.
Cyrus said taxes in some
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Distr. by United Feature Syndicate Inc.
prices so high some con-
sumers cannot afford them.
Page Sutherland, executive
vice president of The Tobacco
Tax Council, based in
Virginia, also talked about
state taxes.
He said onlar one state in-
creased cigarette taxes last
year, but this year four
already have done so - North
Dakota, South Dakota,
Oklahoma and Utih.
He attributed the increases
to a search for revenue to
make up that lost in property
tax cuts such as California's
Proposition 13.
William L. Lanier, director





another problem for growers
is the increase in prices for
_tobacco leases.
He said these prices, which
farmers iLly for the right to
raise tobacco under another
'grower's quota, are "ap-
proaching the ridiculous" in
some areas.
He said some growers pay
up to 60 cents a pound for the
leases, nearly half the $1.30 a
pound average price farmers
received for burley in the past
selling season.
. More discouraging news
came from Frank Snodgrass,
vice president and managing
director of the Burley and
Dark Leaf Export Association
in Washington, D.C., who said
waning numbers of pro-
tobacco senators and
representatives might make it
difficult to retain the gover-
nment's price support







Burley Leaf Tobacco Dealers
Association.
Nelson said exports of
burley doubled with the 1977
top, to the point where 23
percent .of the crop was ex-
ported. He said the outlook for
continued increases in tobacco
exports was good.
Nunn Again Asks Brown
To Release Tax Returns
OWENSBORO, Ky. i AP -
Republican gubernatorial
nominee Louie Nunn has
again . called on his
Democratic opponent, John Y.
Brown Jr., to make his income
tax returns public.
At news conferences at
Owensboro and, Paducah
Tuesday, Nunn said that
Nelson Rockefeller released
his tax returns when he ran for
governor of New York, "and I
think he might have had as
much money as Brown."
Brown released an ac-
countant's tax summary
during the primary campaign
but said he did not wish to
release his full returns, to
avoid "making a circus" of his
personal finances.
Nunn chided Brown as a
"Johnny Come Lately- in the
primary election who would
be Johnny Won't Come At
All in the general election."
Brown has said he would
take a breather from cam-
paigning after the primary,
but Nunn said he would
campaign from now until
November without letup
because -the issues are too
great not to start the cam-
paign now."
He said he favors an 'in-
dependence amendments' that
will appear on the November
It would move elections for
state legislators from odd-to
even-numbed years, which
Nunn said would separate the
state legislative campaigns
from gubernatorial races, and
give newly elected legislators
a year . to prepare before
General Assembly sessions
convene rather than the few
months they now have.
' He also said the state's
workmen's.-compensation and
roads programs need ink-







I FEEL SO SORRY
FOR HIM-LOCKED






























HE DOESN'T LIKE TO







KNEAT , CAP, THE WAY
YOU SPRUNG THIS

























.Must be High School
graduate
.Must be 19 years oft
age.
.Must be willing to
Relocate.
Apply In Person
P.N. Hirsch & Co.
Monday thru Friday
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requested to check thf!
-f nit inserhon of ads for
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Hickory smoked Ur -be-
que, ‘25 years ex-
perience. Roberson
Burger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151.
GOD IS LOVE I John 4:8.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness, and all these
things shall be added unto
You " Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
_servants NOT A TAPE. 759,
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12 300n WSJP
BIBLE CALL
Hear Wednesday and





DO YOU OWN ANY *
IDLE:DIAMONDS?














Fire (County  -753-6952
Foster Parents 753-5362
Hospital 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Com. 753-0849
Humane Soc. 759-4141









This litt of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
-The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip











Sortie. 121, wee.t itoctiso
288, elle and seasdi fee
sip out trent.
Outside Items Concrete
Lions, Bears, Flower Pots,
and Bird Baths.
inside Items Glass, Bottles,
Jars, Stoneware, and Junk
_
REAL OLD fashioned
hickory smoked bar b q, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's




5 miles south, Hwy 64




























WHAT WE do best is care
























3 Piece Bedroom Suites
Reg. $379.95
Now $299.95






I WISH to take this op
portunity to thank our
friends and neighbors for
cards, letters, visits, phone
calls, and flowers we
received in the passing of my
dear Sister,-Litc-ille Walker of
Okeechobee, F I &Ida-, wfi-6-- -
recently was laid to rest in
Florida. A correction on -our
daddy's name, he was Walter
and not Walker Ednlonds.




colored with 9 keys and one
bottle 'opener. Lost around
Parker Ford or Captain D's
parking lot. $10 reward! 753-
5273 ask for Ed West. 
LOST: BILLFOLD in IGA,
Saturday night. Call 753-5956. 
LOST- GRAY, female cat
with calico markings, lost
near 308 South 10th. If found
call 753 2334 or 762 3393.
6. HELP WANTED
•
PART IIJV1E JOB for
dependable person to do
medical exams for insurance
companies in area. Some
medical knowledge needed.
RN, LPN,,..or Ex-military
medic preferred (50)) 737
2298_
MANAGER 'FOk new
Minnens store opening soon
in Murray Experienced
retail person preferred
Write Minnens, Inc., P.0
Box 993, Paducah, KY 42001
Give alt pertinent
educational arid employment
background. An equal op
Portuinty employer.
4.HELP WANTED 
WANTED: MEN and women
between ages of 16 and 23. no
experience required. Job
title Forestry Aid, housing
and meals furnished at
reasonable rates. For in
formation contact your local
county employment office,




WOMEN WOULD like to :\
hang wall paper and paint 
\
Call after 3 pm, 437.4617.
13. SALE OR TRADE
FOR SALE or trade; for a
Chevelle, Camaro, Ctrarger.
A 1974 Olds Torinerdd, full
power, tilt wheel, AM FM
stereo. Call 759 1203 after
Pm. 
14. WANT  TO BUY
5 HP AIR compressor will
trade good 2 hp air COT
pressor Call 753.8124. 
JUNK CARS. Call after 5 pni,
474-8838. 
JUNK CARS deliver or will
- pick up. Call 474 8854 or 527-
1315. 
WANT E17iD puy. 
timber; -top -far-icels-pAi'l 
233.4. 
WANTTO buy a 10 foot
aluminum Jon boat. Call 753
8393.
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
FOR SALE . Fly killer; 65 hp
Mercury propeller, CB an
tenna, hoop net. 436 2516. 
1971 MUSTANG, REAL nice,
$995 Boat ladder and skis.
436 2516
WE 41.1Y and sell used air
conditioners. 753.1551 -or 753-
9104.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS .
BEe.UTIFUL ANTIQUE.
pecWrr bedroom suite, withA
poster bed, chest of drawers,
and vanity, 5950. 436 2415. 
FULL SIZE bedroom suite
with dresser and chest of
drawers, very nice Call 753
77_37. _ 
FRIGIDARE ELEC-TRIC•
dryer, good condition, $40.
Phone 753 7213. - 
FOR SALE: Trestle table
and chairs, $125. couch, $50.
electric fireplace, ISO; roll a
way bed, $25; lamps, hair
dryer, Hod. Call 3453299
NEW SEARS Quincy Hall
double headbo d, save $30
Cabinet sewi machine,
good condition, $ 753-6245.
17.-VACUUMCLE NERS
20. SPORTS EQUIP. _ 
LIKE NEW: 10 speed
Raliegh Record. Call 753.7318





For factory authorised parts,
sales, and service call i 900
642-7619 located at 102 W.





stored locally Reported M •
sew. ltospensees Forty tem
him at big sinew on low
moan Wows. Writs 1404







Quincy, Ingersoll Rand, etc
Sales, Parts and Service. 442
9396. 
BEAUTIFUL 'ARKANSAS
Native stone. Will deliver.
Call after 7 pm, (501) '448-
3764. 
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued




2 sets, $100 per set. Call 753
FOR SALE: 24" riding
mower, good condition, $75.
Phone 7530788. 
LARGE CAN drink machine,
S350. For information phone
753-7737. 
SUPER SAVING on carpet
and vinyl remnants;
discontinued paint; in stock
wallpaper, discontinued
carpet samples; and ladders
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner We do
custom picture framing.
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.  •
STEEL BATH tub, commode
and tank, windows and
frames. All new, below
wholesale Allen Rose, 753.
3610. 
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
crawlers; Rex's Worm
Farm, lrvan Cobb Road,
Highway 732. Phone 436.5894. 
27. WOE. HOMEIALES 
FOR SALE:- 1977 . Windsor
mobile home 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, central air and heat,
gold .carpeting throughout,
built in stereo system, like
brand new $12,000 firm! Call
436 2193. 
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, funished Price
$3250. Call 753 2762.. 
1971 MORGAN MOBILE
home, 12 X so, all electric.
Priced to sell. Call 437 4816. 
MUST SELL, remodeled,
partially furnished, 2
bedroom mobile home. B 0
Fox  Meadows. 767 4452. 
1975 OLYMPIC, 12 X 50, 2
bedroom, fully furnished,
$2700 or best offer. Call 753.
7737. 
TRAILER FOR sale. 10 X 55,
2 bedroom Call 753 9104 or
753 1551. 
1976 TOWNHOUSE 14 X 70
MOBILE home. custom-built
for owner Tyyo bedrooms, 2
full baths. large kitchen and
livingroom. has wood bur
ning fireplace, double in
sulftion, shingle roof and
wood sides Central heat and
air, 11 hurricane straps with
22 tie downs. Call 753 1372
between 8 and 5 or 489 2788
after 5 and 'ask for Jack.
1979 t,f 71:1' VICTOR '
354 8669
HELP WANTED
RN's and PN's, full or part time em-
ployment on the 3 to 11 shift or 11 to 7
shift at Care Inn Nursing Home, 4th and
Indiana Ave., Mayfield, Kentucky. Ex-
cellent salary, insurance plans with PSC
drug card, credit union and paid holidays
and vacations. (502) 247-0200.
REWARD
Highly rewarding career in Sales, IN-
TERNATIONAL organization needs career
minded representative to service and in-
crease established accounts. RAPID ad-
vancement opportunity available based
on Merit. Must have car and be bon-
dable.
Send brief resume to:
Bob Purdy
4721 Trousdale Drive, Suite 16
Nashville, Tn. 37220
HELP WANTED
Demonstrators - MERRI-MAC offers the
best party plan program anywhere. Our
guaranteed line of toys, gifts and super
Hostess Program makes it easy for you to
earn $$$$! No investment, delivering or
collecting. Call collect now -
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75. FOR SALE: 10,000 BTU York
air conditioner, $125. Call
436 5596
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1969, 12 X 60, STYLE MAR,
new utility pole, un
derpinning, tie down straps,
Iron? and back porch, Call
527 1760 after 5pm
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBILE HOME. 2 bedroom,
with central air and heat,
water furnished 753.2377.
SHADY OAKS 2...bedroom
trailer. Call 489 2533
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, one mile from city on
121 South. water and garbage
pickup furnished Call 753




TWO BEDROOM, 2 bath,
nice mobile home. $175 per
month, S75 deposit Central
heat and air. No pets
allowed. 753 4108.
TWO BEDROOM. Riveria
Courts 5140. Call 7594196
after 6 pm. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
CALVINATOR 110 VOLT,
10,000 134A) window air
conditioner, used just 3
-montt/S, Alscran-dider-































G E. AIR conditioner, like
new, 18,000 BTU. Phone 753
2932.
30. BUS. RENTALS
IDEAL SPOT for office or
smaller retail business.
Located near court square.
Short or long term I•ental or
lease available Contact Walt
Apperson or Gene McCue
-cheon at The Murray Ledger
& Times, 103 N 4th St.,
Murray, Ky. 42071. Phone 502
753-1916.
31. WANT TO RENT
WANTED TO rent: house!
Relocating from University
of Texas to Murray State
beginning in Jul. Call after 6
pm, (713) 765-6103.
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
APARTMENT AND sleeping
room for rent, close to
University. 753-4140 or 436
2411.
FURNISHED APART
MENTS,• one or two
bedroom, Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th. 753
6609. .
SMALL FURNISHED
apartment. I-nquire at 100 S
13th St.
TWO BEDROOM townhouse
apartment, all carpet, range,
refrigerator, disposal,
washer and dryer hookup,
central air. Call 753 7550
THREE ROOM apartments,
I, 2 newly refinished, near
ed, school, partially furnished,
753 5200 per month, all utilities.














33. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOMS. Newly
redecorated, one block from
University, $70 per month,
utilities furnished. Call 759,
49090r 753,1812.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM house





cluding washer and dryer
J914)050.
8964 after 5 pm















Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone




male, 16 months, excellent
guard dog. 753-3573. 
ADORABLE AKC registered
Minature Dachshund
Female, 8 weeks old, red
Has had all shots and has





753 3277 after 5 pm.
U. PETS-SUPPLIES.
YORKSHIRE TERRIER,
$150 Call 753 8056 
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE, Friday and
Saturday, June 8 and 9, 1703
Johnson, oft Doran Road.
Baby things, summer





household items, washer and
dryer, stove, etc. Call 489
2477
MOVING SALE! T.V., end
tables, baby clothes, men
and women's clothing, toys,
records, and much more.
16th and Farmer, 8 till 6.
Saturday, June 9th
4 PARTY CARPORT sale,
610 S 9th, Thursday and
Friday, 8 till'.
YARD SALE, 409 S 6th
Street, Thursday 8 am Lots
of macrame. -
YARD SALE, Saturday June
9;8'1111 6. Turn north in Lynn
Grove got' 7 miles _
YARD SALE at St. John's
fpiss_gpal Church,  1620 Main
St., Fraay. and Saturday,
June 8th ano inn,-trorn 7 am
till 5 pm. Bake sale also. 
YARD SALE, Saturday at 9
am, 801 Sunny Lane Boy's
clothes; baby items, toys,
small appliances; large size
women's clothes, mararne
items; odds and ends.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, 94 E., turn on 280,
2 mile, watch for signs, 753-
8014. '
43. REAL ESTATE
/2 ACRES KENTUCKY lake,
600 feet of lake frontage, 4
coves, dam side of Johnothan
Creek. Easy access from
Benton Aurora area The
number to develope resorts,
same cove. Call (502) 247






A ithThe Friendly Tout h.'
Approx. 4 wooded






PROPERTY in the city
Approximately 5 acres inside
the city limits with city
conviences. .Also inclvded is
a nice small home, A steal at
$59,500. Nelson Shroat Co
759 1707
oRczismegai
- Soon. 1 2sh.at Sycarttoye
TELEPHONE 75116,51
A house that words
can't discribe inside is
the one on Highway
1346, North of Murray.





to live in! Call us
today!
BEEN LOOKING long'
Here's your answer! 2
bedroom brick with gas
heat. .basement. .close to
downtown and
hospital...priced in the 520's








With The Friendly Touch
4 BR., 2',2 baths,
w/2,900 Sq. Ft.,
fireplace w/heatolato-
r, wet bar, compactor,
carpeting, sewing/ho-
bby rm. Dbl. Garage
w/paved Dr.
THE LINE IS FORMING
TO THE RIGHT...
The large number of interested people indicates
this spacious home located at 1719 Magnolia
Drive, near all schools, should sell without delay.
It features: Foyer; large sunken den with
fireplace and chimney; living room; jlarge
bedrooms; and .2 baths. Appliances include
washer & dryer. It can all be yours for only











Older part of town.
Lots of room, great
candidate for
remodeling. Could
also be converted to
high return income
producing property.
For your new tax
shelter or remodeling







development this spring. All
lots are large...most are
approximately an acre. Lots
suitable for various types of
homes. Complete subdivision
encompasses 49 acres m 1.36
lots to be sold for only
S35,000. Call 753 1492 or
Brenda at 753 8221 offered





I'rult'ssiooal Ser, u e,
With rt. e Fr-lent:Ili Touch
REDUCED,. REDUC-
ED. . . 3 B11., neat
home with extra lot.
Gas heat, carpeted, lg.







Sit and gate at scenic
country beauty from
your own swing on
your own front porch.
Two' bedroom home
with one acre of land is
available just in time
for spring gardeners.








Beautiful new home sitting
on appeoiTniately 3 -acres.
Tri.level with all amenities
for gracious living. Large
rooms, fireplace and away
from the hub bub of the city.
Ailust see and owners need to






Water front lots have
--gentle sloping terrain
down to the water so
that you can launch
your boat from your
house site. Lake view
lots have a lake access
area nearby. All of lots
have nice wooded
building sites. These
are located in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff






IT'S "IN" to be "OUT"!
Healthy' air and quiet
surroundings can be yours by
calling 753 1492. .2 bedroom
frameb redecorated with
wallpaper and car- ,
peting approximately 1 1 2
acre lot with 3 stall barn for
those horses you've always
wanted. Get out of the city
and enjoy country
living call 753 1492 and int
us show you more about this










floor. Lots of elbow







44. LOTS FOR SALE
3 ACRE LOTS with city
water available...just five
minutes from city limits.
Guy Spann Realty, 753,7724.
LAKE LOTS of your choice
from $1200 up. Guy Spann
Realty, 753 7724.
LARGE BEAUTIFUL
wooded lot, 4 miles east of
urray. Also timber for sale.
Call 753.7551.
TWO LOTS for sale: Croppy
Hollow, 3 pump pump shed,
utility pole, septic, 14 X 70
concrete slab. $5,000 firm.
436 2193,
45. FARMS FOR SALE
30 ACRES WITH 1500 feet
road frontage, fenced with
pond, one mile east of
4011 0Hardin, 1 2 mile off Highway
on black top road_ Call 437.
4633.. •
1979 Unth.C1 Esaiure S••CtiCale int 10 ACRES AND 3 room
house, east of A Imo. Call 527-
1764. 
II \NILSON KEEPS IT HANDY FOR 46. HOMES FOR SALE 
TI-40SE SPEC1A NEWS 13,DLLETINs. FIVE BEDROOM brick
veneer house, 2,200 square
feet, basement, 1 1 2 bath,
43 REAL ESTATE
Do you want space to
have a home, garden,
orchard and trees? If
so, then you will want
one of the five acre
mini-farms located
within a quarter of
mile of the lake. These
wooded homesites are
located on Ky 1918 a
blacktop, road in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area. Phone and elec-





balance at less than









level home with lots of
features and lots of
room. Nine closets,
large rooms including
25 x 12 family room
with fireplace, central










Should see the remodeled
duplex with 2 bedrooms each
and new kitchen fixtures,
located near University
Priced at $36500 1.494. For















43. REAL ESTATE  large family room, fireplace
in living room, breakfast
WANTED: A person with a knuck, dishwasher, garbage
creative-- intagatation-park--disposal, -.air conditioned,
money for a 14 acre business - central gas heat, 52 gallon
lot improved with a special (Hass lined electric hot Water,
use building Fashion your heater, front patio, lot 60 X
own reward. V381. call Guy 130, excellent location, 704
Spann Realty, 7517724. - Olive, near Health center,
library, Middle School.
Priced to sell at $42,750.
Showed by appointment only,




COL. 1 /121IT AINUY
Auctioneer Realtor. 
Appraiser





'3 bedroom, 2 bath








price - low 60's. Listed
through Kopperud
Realty, 751-1222. Look
for our new signs
everywhere!
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
den with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
dishwasher, disposal, utility
room with W-D‘onnections,
lots of storap, walk-in
closets. Low 560's.
Appointment only, 753-4133
or (713) 526-1592. 3844 Lake




washer 'and stereo sound
system. Low utilties. Call
Custom -Built, 753-0984 for
appointment. Monday
through Fjiday 9 till 5,
Sundays 2 ffil 5.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
near University. Family
room, living room, large
kitchen, -utility, 2 full bath5
with showers, heat pump.





rebuilt, $300 Call 759.1946
HARLEY DAVIDSON
Sportster, excellent con-
dition, must sell. Call 753-
5466 after 4 pm. 
1978 YAMAHA XS-11, 2,000
YOUR INFLATION hedge! miles. Phone 753-2932.
Approximately 170 acres.
Recently surveyed.
' 'Cropland, timber, eight acre
lake, good road access.
Telephone and electric on
property. Only mile from
Kentucky Lake. Reasonably
priced. John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore




So.tes de Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
153-4451
For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
front home. It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front lot
overlooking the
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass en-
closed porch offers a
spectacular view of
the water activities of





provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an ap-









NEW OFFICE NOUNS Closed All Day Wed.Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00Pride of
NAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE SNAllE $1.75Si 6.4•144 i.e. •••••• plow me 753.3443 dey whew* M•rnr, PAlk
•
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS ,
Free 1:1•Iirgtry On Prescriptions In City Limits
THANKS
I sincerely appreciate
each and every voter
that supported me in the
recent council election.
I will repay your kindness by doing the
very best job I can for the city of Murray.
J.N. (Herdsman) Nix
48. AUTO. SERVICE
310 G CASE CRAWLER
loader, 1968 model. 1962
Chevrolet durnp,truck, single







Bob Wynn, 753-4333 or
753-2975.
1970 CHEVELLE 307, 2
barrel, 5400.459-4021
1974 CHEVROLET MALIBU
Classic, beige with brown
vinyl top, 27,700 actual miles,
power and air, in excellent
condition, one owner. $2300.
Call 753.3849 or 753 4755.
FOR SALE: 1978 Toyota SRS
Coupe. Call after 5 pm, 753
0191.
1969 FORD GT, runs and
drives good, looks good, has
good engine. Need to sell
$275. Call 753-8120.
1973 GRAN TORINO; air
conditioned, full powerTnew
radial tiree, -excellent con
dition. $E000. Call 767-4472.
1966 GTO CONVERTIBLE
Call 753 1346 after 5 om
1972 Chevy Impala in
good condition. Coll
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
Must sell.
JAGUAR, 1969, TYPE E.
excellent condition, not just a
car; it's an investment.
Serious inquires only. Call
753-0187 for appointment.
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
cellent mileage, $1950. Phone
354,6217.
1974 MONTE CARLO mid
night blue with white vinyl
top, 40,000 miles, loaded, in
excellent condition. 767.2557.
1970 MAVERICK, RED, good
condition. 489 2477. 
1977 MONTE CARLO, ex
cellent condition. Call 759
1334.
'1974 PONTIAC TRANS AM
455,53,000 759 1012
3978 PINTO HATCHBACK
with moon roof, rear window
defroster, RC racing
mirrors, tape player, 20,000




Cordoba Red with white
vinvi top and white leather
upholstry, AM FM 8 track,
new tires Call 753.1372
between 8 and 5, or 489.2788
after Sand ask for Jack.
1973 VEGA GT wagon, stick
shift, air conditioned, new
tires, reasOnable 753 6245
1972 VW VAN, 32,000 miles On
rebuilt engine, askin 51400
759 1159
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,
AM-FM radio, must sell.





fully customized, $6500. Cali
753 6095 ask for Jim
SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 CJ 5 RENEGADE,
excellent condition, headers,
AM FM cassette, many
extras. Call 767 2451.
1974 DATSUN PICKUP
truck, automatic, new radial
tires. Call 753.6204
FOR SALE. 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 motor,
automatic, price S1100. Call
753,9957 atter 6 pm.
1971 GMC LONG wheel base
pickup, V8 engine with
automatic transmission and
tool box. 436 2372
51, CAMPERS
EARLY SUMMER SALE at
your STARCRAFT 8. ROAD
RANGER dealer. Prices
slashed on our best selling
models. The kind of quality
and style you've been looking
for within your budget. Full
line of parts and accessories,
hitches installed. Bank
financing available. Com- •
plete repair and service
department. Whites Camper
Sales, East 94 Highway
towards Kenlake. Call 753-
(1605 _ 
81 2 FOOT OVERCAB
camper, Sleeps 4, gat:
'electric refrigerator, gas
stove, air conditioned,
portable potty, sink with self -
contained water, excellent
condition, $675. Call 753-7596.
MAN OF War over the cab
camper, complete with
bathroom Call 492-8861.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
18' ALUMNICRAFT, V8
engine, 250 hp. $1400. Call
753-6593.
HOUSEBOAT, 42 FOOT
Gibson, 1970 model, twin
Chrysler engines, Boston
Whaler 9 ft dingy with
motor, 1977 model, new
radio, Hailer Digital depth
tinder, compass, barometer,
stereo tape system, 2 air
conditioners, completely
furnished, $21,900. Keniake
Marina, slip number 61. See
or call Ross McBride, Slip
number 55. (502) 474-8818.
1978 16' MARK TWAIN, 115
hp Mercury, low ride Paris
Line trailer. All like new. 751/-
1027.
16' SQUARE -STERN canoe,
$200 3.5 hp outboard, $35
753-9234.
SALE! SNARK Wildflower
sailboat, 11 1 2 foot, 3 adults,
hull 90 lbs., hull reinforced
foam, unsinkable, with oars.
sails, aluminum mast and
boom, takes 5 hp outboad.
Never in water. Cost, 51000,
now $500. 753-5534: 
1977 VIP BASS boat with 70
hp Johnson motor and all





roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395 4967 or 1-362-4895.
BUSHHOGGING,
BUILDING tear downs, lot
clearing. Call 753-2418 bet-
ween 8 am and 9 pm.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm.
Concrete patios,
driveways, sidewalks,
and basements. No job
too big or small. Free
estimates, all work
guaranteed. Phone 362-
8664 after .5:30 p.m.
53-. 6E0-VICES OFFERED 
COMPARE AND save on




realistic prices Call for free




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774_ 
CONCRETE 8. BLOCK work
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




references, Vibra Vac steam
-or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
753.5816
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
areas white rocked and
.,'graded, brown and white pea
gravel. Free -estimates.
Clifford Garrison, 751 5479
after 42m. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps U to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436-2510. 
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753-6123. 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes
and commercial, call 753-
6123.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.








753-2310 for free estimates.
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car
pentry work, small
masonary jobs, decks and







AIR COMPRESSORS and a,r
tools repaired. Sales. Part
and Service 442 93%
- ---INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 753 1537.
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
repair. 718 S 4th. Fast ser
vice. 753 7400.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning Call 753,7203. 
MOBILE HOME anchors
and underpinning,
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
awnings and aluminum
carports, single and double,
in colors. Phone 753-1873.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also.Pal
chino and seal coating.. 753.
1537.
PAINTING, INTERIOR and
exterior, free estimates Call
436-2437 after 8 pm. 
ROO? ENG,
water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435.4173.
WILL HAUL driveway White
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Pea gravel. Call Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 753.4545.
WILL HAUL anything that
will fit in pickup truck. 753
5857.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements- dry,
work completely guarenteed
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442-7026. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753 2211 or 753 9600.
YARD WORK. Paint, clean,
trees and bushes trimmed,
garbage removal. 759-1894.
57. WANTED
PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, $4.50 for 51.00
face. Kennedy halves.1965-69,
75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
(901) 642-5118.
WANTED: PERMANENT
job for a reliable womao, to
do housework 3 or 31:2 days
per week, would be
responsible -for 2 children
some of the time. Live in
Lynn Grove area. Call 435-
4500 after 3 pm. 
WANTED: YARDS to mow.
Call 753-0191.
WANTED: YARDS to mow
' in the Hazel and Murray
area. Cell (901) 247 5525.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
FOR SALE
BY OWNER
bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located at
• anorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
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nine years, American airmen
sprayed the jungle of Vietnam
in an attempt to deny hostile
troops their hiding places. In
the process, some 'became
drenched with the herbicide,
Agent Orange.
Now the government is
about to conduct a six-year
study, at a cost of $3 million to
64 million, of the effects on the
-health of the 1,200 airmen who
were exposed to the herbicide
while taking part in the
spraying campaign.
Starting in October, they
-will be te1ephoneelinciaske4ti
long series of questions. Those
who report ailments or want
physical examinations will be
invited to the Air Force School
of Aerospace Medicine in San
Antonio, Texas, for complete
examinations.
Follow-up questions will be
asked and examinations given
forthe next six years.
Many Vietnam veterans
already have filed suitagainst
the manufacturersi.pf several
toxic chemicals that went into
the herbicide, saying the
chemicals already have
resulted in medical problems.
Victor Yannacone, the at-
torney handling the class-
action suit, said as many as
4• 0,000 individual plaintiffs
may eventually join in the suit
against six chemical com-
panies. The veterans want the
companies to establish a $4.2
billion trust fund to com-
pensate themselves and their
children.
Between 1962 and 1971, an
estimated 10.6 million gallons
Of the herbicide were sprayed
from cargo planes at treetop
level over an area the stz'e of
the state of Connecticut.
"In the process of loading
and spraying in combat
conditions, these air crews
were sometimes drenched by
Herbicide Orange and other
herbicides." Maj. Douglas
Kennett said Monday in an-
nouncing the decision to check
the health of the airmen.
"No one from this group has
reported any unusual health
problems which can be at-
tributed to exposure to her-
bicides," he said.
For a long time, the Pen-
tagon resisted demands by
veterans groups and others
concerned for a thorough
exploration of the effects of
exposure to Agent Orange,
made of a Mixture of 2,4-D and
2,4,5-T.
The decision to conduct the
study was made with White
House consultation and with
the approval of Defense
Secretary Harold Brown,
On April 9 the General
Accounting Office rep6rted -
that it thought the Defense
Department should Survey
C
veterans to identify those who
may suffer from the effects of
Agent Orange.
And only last Wednesday.
Carter was surprised at a
White House reception when a
guest shouted "What about
Agent Orange, Mr.
President" The man, a
veteran, continued, "we need
an epidemiological study done
on the Vietnam veteran."
Carter responded by saying
that both he and the head of
the Veterans Administration
agreed.
' The health of the par-
ticipants in the spraying —
.known as "Operation Ranch
Hand—will' -be 'compared






FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The head of the U.S. Civil
Rights Commission says his
agency has found widespread,
even rampant, discrimination
against older Americans in
the delivery of federally
funded services.
Dr. Arthur Flemming told
Kentucky's Special Advisory
Commission of Senior Citizens
meeting Thursday, May 31,
that the picture could change
come July 1, when a new
federal law goes into effect
barring age discrimination in
services funded wholly or in
part with federal money.
"If we can get vigorous and
effective implementation of
the law, it will open up hun-
dreds of millions of dollars in
resources now denied older
persons," Flemming said.
"This potentially is one of the
most important pieces of
legislation Congress has
enacted in the area of aging."
The legislation is an
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Americans Act of 1975, he
said.
Flemming said older per-
sons are currently being
denied their fair share of
mental health and basic
health services, plus legal,
rehabilitation, social and
vocational education services.
"We were amazed at the
insidious ways this business of
discrimination on the basis of
age had worked its way into
the life of our nation,"
Flemming said.
Flemming said the com-
mission found in public
hearings and interviews that
many people have the attitude
that a greater return, on the
tax dollar would come -from
serving younger people.
He said they apparently feel
that older citizens will not be
around that long, so why
worry about them.
"This goes against a basic
belief of the Judeo-Christian
faith in the worth and diginity
of the individual," Flemming'
said.
However, Flemming said he
was disappointed in the initial
regulations implementing the
law that have been proposed
by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
"They 'left • a lot to be
desired," Flemming said. "I
hope that when they finally
are issued they will be
stronger regulations than the
proposed regulations."
Flemmming also said he did
not foresee a collapse of the
Social Security system.
'If you are concerned about
getting your Social Security
checka..,,you can strike that
from Yotir worry - list,"
Flemming told the corn-,
mission.
-The full faith and credit of
the United States is behind the
Social Security system and is
going to 9-ernain there," he
said.
"The citizens will see that
the system n remattis on a sound
financial foundation,"
Flemming said. "And citizens
will see to it that nothing




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Bar Association
has broken ground for a center
for its 7,000 members.
The Georgian-type building
will be erected in the city's
historic district on the Ken-
tucky River at,the end of Main
Street, formerly the site of the
old Frankfort Ice Plant.
The Kentucky Bar Center
will be the membership's first
home since -the association
was formed in 1934. Com-












Faults Were Here Before Jet Age






DC-10 that crashed in Chicago
taking 274 lives was not alone
in having cracks or metal
fatigue.
An Associated Press check
of Federal Aviation
Administration records shows
the problems of cracks and
other structural faults were






Beth Holland of Murray State
University was among 13
students from area colleges
and universities to present
research papers at the
recent Area Collegiate
Chemistry Meeting at The _
University of Tennessee at
Martin. The annual meeting
was sponsored by the UT
Martin Student Affiliates of
the American Chemical
Society. Holland's paper was
entitled "Kinetic Study of
Hydrolysis of
Trimethylphosphate."
They are a fact of life in
aviation.
Every American-built
conunercial jetliner has been
subject to "airworthiness
directives" — or ADs —
government orders for
maintenance checks or
repairs. Many ADs — roughly
one in four for-most planes —
order cheeks of specific metal
parts for cracks. Such an FAA
directive last week grounded
DC-10s for checks of engine
supports. Some of the same
planes were grounded again
Monday after the FAA learned
of additional problems.
"There's not an airplane in
the world, civil or military,
that doesn't have metal
fatigue eventually," said Fred
Farrar,- an FAA public affairs
._You know, metal
'fatigue is going to occur ...So
you keep watching, and then
you put out the AD."
Farrar cited the noticeable
flexing of an airliner's wings
. in flight, a sight that often
-frightens neophyte fliers. Like
a paper clip that is bent back
and forth, he said, each
movement of the wing con-
tributes to a sliglit Weakening
Of the structure.
"But better that it bend than
break," Farrar said.
Metal fatigue first drew
attention in the 1950s, when
the first commercial jetliner
— Britain's de Havilland
Comet — had a series of
unexplained crashes, some
fatal. It was discovered that a
misaligned bolt near a window




confidence in the plane and in
effect ended its comniercial
service, though the problem
had been found.
Most ADs deal with less
urgent matters, however, and
the situations they point out
generally are considered as
the inevitable problems of
highly complicated
machinery rather than a life-
threatening hazard.
For example, a total of 129
ADs had been issued as of
mid-May on the first U.S.
commercial jet, the Boeing
707, which began service in
1958, and on the nearly
identical Boeing 720. Of the 122
ADs, 49 covered possible
cracks in metal parts, par-
ticularly wing surfaces.
Twelve of the ADs were
considered important enough
for airlines to be alerted by-
_telegram. Those ranged from
possible control obstructions
to a 1962 warning that lint and
moisture accumulating
behind lavatory outlets for
electric razors could pose a
fire hazard.
But a high number of ADs
does not necessarily mean a
lack of safety. Farrar said,
adding: -The number of ADs
issued shows the system
works," with most issued
early as a new plane's
problems are found.
For example, 99 of the
Boeing 707-720's total ADs
were issued through 1969; only
30 have been issued in the
1970s.
Ironically, the DC-10, a tri-
engine, long-range transport
service since 1971, has
among the fewest ADs. Only
43 have been issued in the past
eight years, with only one
requiring a check for cracks
— in the mechanism that
extends the wing flaps.
The Associated Press check
of airworthiness directives
covered the Boeing 707-720,
727, 737 and 747; • the
McDonnell Douglas DC-8, DC-
9 and DC-10, and the Lockheed
L-1011 — the bulk of domestic
airliners. Here are the results
for aircraft other than the DC-
10:
— Boeing 707-720, a four-
engine long-range transport
introduced in 1958. ADs: 129.
Those requiring checks for
cracks: 49, including 17 for the
wing skin or structure; 11 for
various control surfaces; 8 for
the horizontal stablizer; 7 for
the landing gear and
associated structures; and 2
for engine mountings.
— Boeing 727, a three-engine
--meditmnrange • transport
introduced in 1964. ADs: 70.
Requiring checks for cracks:
24, including II for the landing
gear and surrounding
structure and 4 each for the
horizontal stabilizer and
various control surfaces.
— Boeing 737, a twin-engine,
short-range aircraft delivered
to airlines in 1967. ADs:, 27.
Requiring checks for civics:
7, including 4 for control
surfaces and 1 each for the
wing structure, landing gear
and airframe.
— Boeing 747, a four-engine
wide-body, long-range jumbo
jet introduced in 1970. ADs: 39.
Requiring checks for cracks:
10, including 6 for the fuselage
and 4 for control surfaces.
— Lockheed L-1011, a
widebody, tri-engine, long-
range transport in service
since 1972. ADs: 32. Requiring
checks for cracks: 3. Includes
1 each for an engine duct
assembly, cargo door and
landing gear.
— McDonnell Douglas DC-8,
a four-engine, long-range
transport introduced in 1959,
now out of production. ADs:
55. Those requiring checks for
cracks: 14. Includes 6 for
engine wing mounts, 5 for
various control surfaces and 3
for landing gear.
— McDonnell Douglas DC-9,
a twin-engine, short-to-
medium-range transport in
service since 1965. ADs: 43.
Those requiring checks for
cracks: 12. Includes 4 for
engine mounts, 3 for fuselage,
3 for various control surfaces
and 2 for landing gear.
ADs often are prompted by
bulletins issued by
manufacturers and monitored
by FAA engineers. But unlike
the bulletins, the direetives----
carry_ the force of law. Also, he
said, the FAA receives reports
of problems found by airline
mechanics and may issue a
directive before a
manufacturer is fully aware of
the problem.
Airline meal-a-hies, who are
FAA-licensed, must follow a •
government inspection
schedule and report problems
to supervisors and the FAA.
A component subject to
stress or wear is, in theory, on
a schedule that calls for
replacement long before it
could cause trouble.
But the Air Line Pilots
Association argues that the
system is not as fool-proof as it
should be, partly because the
FAA is too lenient and has a
"protective---attitude" toward
the airline industry.
The pilots' union sees a
conflict in the FAA's dual
.mission to promote air safety
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